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ARAL SEA BASIN PROGRAM 
Water and Environmental Management Project 

List of Principal Changes Since GEF Council Approval 

1. Since the proposed project was submitted to the GEF Secretariat and Council, through Ms. 
Kimes' memo of March 4, 1997. there have been a number of changes both in substance and 
presentation, although the project objective and basic thrust remain the same. 

2. Changes in substance arose from the following circumstances: 

the need for close consultation with the client to ensure that their priorities were fully 
reflected and that the project will be fully "owned"; 
changes to accommodate the wishes of co-financiers, resulting in some shifts of activities 
from the GEF column to a co-financier or vice-versa; and 
refinement of the project approach, in the light of advancing knowledge of the problems 
and potential solutions. 

3. The consultation process is also the principal reason why the final preparation and appraisal 
has taken considerably longer than expected. 

Timing of the Strategic Action Program (SAP) 

4. In the March 1997 Proposal for Review(Proposal), it was proposed to summarize previous 
work under the preparation stage of the project into a SAP document in an initial 6-month 
phase of the project. Upon further discussion, it became clear that the value of the SAP 
would be greatly enhanced if it were drafted prior to appraisal. Consequently, a draft SAP 
has been prepared by EC-IFAS and is now being reviewed by the Bank. It is expected to be 
agreed during appraisal and approved by the Council of the International Fund for the Aral 
Sea as a condition of grant effectiveness. 

Interstate A, ~reernents 

5. The Proposal included interstate agreements on water sharing and the operation of reservoirs 
as project components. The client insisted that the project cannot force such agreements as 
direct project outputs since such agreements are the result of a political process involving the 
sovereignty of parliaments. Therefore we have adapted the project. While reaching interstate 
agreements for improved transboundary water management is still a key objective of the 
project, for wliich technical assistance from EU-TACIS and USAID is available. the project 
itself will focus on preparing decision scenarios based on corisensus with the executive 
branches of Government and facilitating agreements on country actions in a revised SAP. 

Regional Water and Salinity Management 

6. The Proposal referred to this central core of the project as Salt Management Strategy 
including Associated Water Management. a title intended to emphasize the crucial 
importance offinding a solution to the complex salinity issue. EC-IFAS felt that this 
formulation did not do justice to the need to improve water use efficiency. where borne early 
gains appear possible without major investments or analysis. Consequently, the title of the 
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I core component (A. I) was changed to National and Regional Water and Salt Management 
and additional components (A.2 and B) defined to encourage actions by individual fanners to 
improve water management in the short term. 

Dam and Reservoir Operations 

0riginaIly.an achvityunder reservoir management, the dam safety sub-component was 
enlarged following initial field work last June, which indicated the need for a broad-scale 
effort including training, instrumentation and projects to ensure the safety of the basin's 57 
large dams and thus facilitate investment in downstream water management projects. 
Nevertheless, GEF financing was kept at the original US$500,000 level, the remainder of 
costs being in essence borne from Central Asian sources. Work on improving the operation 
of major reservoirs to recognise the tradeoffs between irrigation, power generation, 
environmental and other interstate uses will continue with USAID support (para. 5). 

Decision Support System 

8. The transboundary water monitoring component remains essentially unchanged as 
Component D. The regional information system will be funded by EU-TACIS and thus is no 
longer described as part of this project. T3e program of training, study tours and workshops . 
has been left to UNDP and bilateral donors, in order to simplify the GEF project. 

Public Awareness and Participation 

9. Public awareness is now the focus of Component B, while participation has been built into 
Components A. 1. A.2 and E. 

Wetlands Restoration 

10. Apart from some design simplifications. this component is essentially unchanged. 

Cost Estimate 

11. The Proposal.included pilot projects ($24 million) and expansion of wetlands restoration 
($24.5 million) as co-financed activities, in order to attract additional donor support to the 
GEF-funded project core. As this support has been slow to materialize, these elements are no 
longer shown in that form. although they remain valuable. The Bank is committed to seeking 
additional co-funding to continue pilot testing of promising means of addressing water and 
slainity management issues, in addition to the funded components A.2 and B. As Bank 
support for improving water management through full-scale rehabilitation of irrigation and 
drainage systems has accelerated. three near-term Bank projects are now shown as associated 
investments in  the project cost table. resulting in a grand total project cost of $ 86.4 million, 
compared to $ '71.5 million earlier. A number of other Bank projects with the samc objectives 
are at an earlier stage of preparation. The core costs in the Proposal - $23.0 million - are 
closely compar;~ble with the present estimate of S2 1.3 million. though the distributiun 
between compolients varies. reflecting changes in formulation and scope. Proposed GEF 
support has incrcnsed marginally from $12.0 million to $12.2 million. 
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PROJECT SUMMARY 

GEF Focal Area: I n t d o n a l  Waters and Global Biodiversity. 

GEF Eligibility: Under 9 (b) of the Instrument for the Restructured GEF. 

Implementing Agency: The Executive Committee of the International Fund to Save the Aral Sea. 

GEF Grant Amount: USSl22 million. 

Financing Plan: 
(US$ million) 

Source Amount % of Total 
US$ 

Global Environment Facili~ 
Five Central Asian ~ e ~ u b l i c s  
Netherlands 
European UniodT'ACIS 
SIDA 
Total 
Associated Investments in 
improved Water Management' 
(of which World Bank 

Gmd Total 

million 
12.2 58 

Estimated Start Date: , August 1.1998. 

Project Duration: 4.5 years. 

CEF Preparation Costs: US$25,000 PDF Block A grant and USSS00,OOO in a Project Preparatory Assistance 
Grant. 

Maps: JBRD No. 28879,28893 and 28894. 

Project ID Number: AC-GE-8326 

s 

mjects for irrigation and drainage improvement in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic and Uzbekistan plus technical assistance 
from EU-TACIS, USAU) and others. 
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A. Background 

1.1 This is the Draft Project Document for the Water and Environmental Management Project of the Aral Sea 
Basin Program. The project addresses those issues of the Aral Se which have been identified in a 
Transboundary Diagnostic Analysis P A )  and which can only be add a regional approach. As such they 
meet two of the criteria for GEF eligibility for International Waterwv~, n-ely priority issues and need for a 
regional approach. The TDA is summarized in Table 7 in the Annex; it may serve as an Executive of the 
project. 

1 2  Located in the heart of Central Asia, the Aral Sea Basin (see map 1) covers an area of 2.2 million km' and is 
home to some 38 million people (1995y. Overall, population density in the basin is 17 inhabitants/km2, compared to 
Central Asia as a whole with only 13 inhabitants/lan2. The basin comprises of the drainage area of two large rivers, 
the Amu Darya and the Syr Darya, the surface of the Aral Sea and its surrounding natural region. The source of the 
Amu Darya is the northern flank of the Pamir mountain range. The Syr Darya rises in the Tien Shan about 500 km 
to the north. 'lhe rivers run approximately 2,500 km through the mountainous upstream countries of Afghanistan, 
Tajikistan and the Kyrgyz Republic before flowing through the plains of the downstream countries of Uzbekistan, 
Kazakstan and 'hrkxnmhtan The Amu Darya, to the south, is the larger river with a flow of approximately 70-80 
bnJ/year. 'Ibe Syr Darya, to the north, is about half this size3. Both rivers end at the Aral Sea, in deltas located in 
northwestun Uzbekistan (Amu Darya) and in southwestern Kazakstan (Syr Darya). Until the 1960s the Aral Sea 
was, with an area of 67,000 km2, the world's fourth-largest inland body of w d .  

1 3  Water is the most precious resource in mid Central Asia. RahfaU is in tfie order oi /year in tl 
desert and steppe areas of the three downstream countries and rises to 400 w e a r  m cne rwo mountamous 
upstream countries. ?he waters of the two rivers and the Aral Sea have been vital to life in Central Asia since its 
earliest human occupation. 'Ihe waten supported the development of economically and culturally rich civZzations 
in and around the oasis and gave rise to a highly diversified flora and fauna Irrigated agriculture has been practiced 
in the region for thousands of years. Population is concentrated in the irrigated areas wl ities aver; 
inhabitantshnl and rise to over 400 inhabitants/lan2 in the Khonzm region of Uzbekistan. 

1.4 Over 90 percent of the waters of the Amu Darya aad the Syr Darya are used for imgauon (see Table 2 m tne 
Annex of Tables). The consumers of water are, in declining order of importance, Uzbekistan, TurlanenisEan, 
Tajikistan, Kazakstan and the Kyrgyz Republic. The Aral Sea, which used to receive same 60 kmJ/year of water up 
to the 1960% now only receives between 5 and 10 hJ/year of water, with recorded variations of 0 to 20 W/year. 

1.5 The land-locked Central Asian States are in a phase of deep socio-economic transition, absorbing the effects 
of the breakdown of the Soviet Union and the shift fiom a centrally planned to a market economy. hdependence in 
1991 was invariably followed by several years of decline in GDP, employment, incomes and budget revenues. 
Severance of the administrative and economic links with the former Soviet Republics was difficult. Depending on 
their specific economic and socic+political situation, the States adopted particular economic and social reform 
measures. Tramition speed and extent varied among States, as reform measures oscillated between cwsavation of 
existing structures to av id and political di :e the transition 
process. All States have !  efficiencies and la lnits in indusl~y, 
agriculture and services, : pricing of goods being rectified 
Reform in agric oved particularly burdensom of the 
region. Salaries liting expenditure declined c ~e lead 
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Population was 16 million in 1960, population growth is in the order of 2.5 percent a year. ' For comparison, the Mississippi River has a flow of 170 bnJ&car. ' For comparison, the area of Belgium is 3 1,000 kml 



to defcrred maintenance and d-on of the vast i&astmcture assets created in Soviet times. Rules of economic 
activity and taxation are still Seguently uncertain, with the once strong bureaucracies slow to adjust to their new, 
less interventionist role. Accumulation of capital in the production units is limited and access to capital h m  the 
banking sector is very limited, particularly for the smaller economic operators and farms. Central Asia also suffered 
from the continuing war in A f ' t a n .  It d e s t a b i i  its southern flank, diverted resources far protection against 
conflict spill-over and impeded surface links to the Indian subcontinent. Tajikistau, the least resource rich country, 
suffered h n  long internal strife at high economic and social costs. Overall, the States have tried to form new 
economic alliances among themselves (the In' f Kazakstan, Kyrgyz Republic and Uzbekistan, 
ICKKU, is an example) and with overseas partnt 
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(a) emrironmental degradation, with the increase in land and water salinization the gravest problem; 

@) the gradual drying up of the Aral Sea, with huge adverse socio-economic and environmental effects; 

(c) water mana~ement in the basin. with its in-built mtmtial threat to peace in the region; and 
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1 : roots of these fundamental problems can be traced to two developments in recent history, the massive 
expansion ion and th c e n t d y  a market economy following the breakup of the 
Soviet Uni s inheritec lnsion of agriculture for cotcon and rice production began 
under Cza~ a in the la y the end ntury about 2.5 million ha were under irrigation. 
Expansion accelerated in the 1920s aftw the Russian revolution. By 1950 the irrigated area had reached 4.7 million 
ha When the largescale irrigation projects began, vast tracts of the Central Asian desert wen reclaimed, watend ' 
h n  the two river systems and planted mainly with cotton. With Central Asia as its 'cotton belt", the Soviet Union 
became independent of cotton imports. From 1950 to 1990, the irrigated area almost doubled. 3 2  million ha of new 
land came under cultivation, bringing 1 higated 1 ) million , This increase 0x11: I a 
halt in recent years. 

y came ta 

1.8 The expansion of irrigation yielded major benefits, but with large economic and environmental costs, still not 
yet fully evaluated. It increased and stabilized food production in the region and mated a home, a production basis, 
employment and incomes for some 8 million people settled in the newly developed areas. The water control, 
irrigation, drainage and other inhstruchlre, although now degraded, still constitutes a major economic asset of the 
region7. Nevertheless, central planning promoted inefficient use and pollution of water and degradation of land 
resources, by underpricing natural resources and allocating them to users by administrative means, leading to: (a) 
increased land and water sahhtion threatening the sustainability of life and production in the basin; and @) the 
gradual drying up of the Aral Sea 
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1.9 Ihe breakup of the former Soviet Union and the transition h m  a centrally pla narket economy is at 
the root of the water management and institutional problems. At independence, cooperanon between the newly 
created States, each with different positions and interests with respect to water, had to be developed more or less 
overnight. 'Ihe States were faced with legacies of the soviet system, such as the neglect of environment and 
sustainability in favor of short-tmn economic gains as well as of quantity (resource productivity) over quality. The 
inherited n ie of scarce systems \; vere not ( 

more and 
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' At its height, central Asia was Ule third largest producer or cotton in ule world aner U m a  and ule US A 

For comparison: Pakistan has 1 I million ha of irrigated land; Egypt has 3.5 million. ' This ~ c b u e  includes over 80 storage reservoirs with a capacity of 10 million m' or '9 
of over 60 ha, 47,000 km of partly lined main and secondary irrigation canals, 270,000 rciary irrig; h 
145,000 km of collector drains, 8,000 vertical drainage wells, and hundreds of large pumping stations and water control 
structures 
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1.10 Among the avirc rdn,incn md water 
most seriouf. The process of d i n i d o n  is as old as the land itself in Central Asia Since man's first agric 
exploitation of that land, techniques to counter its effects, such as drainage and leaching, were developed. E 
expansion of irrigation increased the magnitude of the problem to a level at which it threatens life in the bas 
traditional control approaches can no longer cope wiih i t  'Ihe effects of salinization even affect the cultural henrage 
of Central Asia; high groundwater levels and saliity thnaten the historic monuments in such famous towns as 
Bukhara and Khiva. 
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1.1 1 The dimension of the problem can be illustrated by the following facts and figures: 

(a) 7.9 million hectares are under inigation in the basin, 31 p e n t  have a water table of less than two 
metas and 28 percent have medium to high levels of salt, with agricultural yields decreased by 20 to 30 

-t; 

(b) an estimated 137 millic w e a r  c 
of raw cotton) is the average annual discharge from the irrigated land; 

~n tons (a bout 18 t( . .. - t per hectr . . .  

(c) an estimated US$2 billion (about 5 percent of Central Asia's GNP) i 
and losses will rise unless salinization is contained9; 
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(d) water sahity peak3 at over 2.0 g/l (im low water years) in ths delta area of the Amu Darya a 
Darya 'Ibis exceeds the World Health Organization and European Union recommended nm 
levels of 1.5 g/l for the salt content of drinking watn; and 

Itan, 37 p the a m t r y ' s  irriga is now e3 rlogged o 
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1.12 Strategies and action plans to cope with the scale of the salimization problem have not yet been M y  
developed, but enough is known on the key leverage points to start acting. Then is consensus among the experts on 
the core measure, that of reducing the amount of water used in imgation because over 90 percent (see Table 2 in the 
Annex of Tables) of the basin water is used for this. The less water used in irrigation means that, (a) less salt is 
mobilimd directly and in the groundwater, (b) less saline water reaches the rivers or the ground water, (c) more 
water is fkcd for the environmental components, such as rivers, deltas, wetlands or the Aral Sea itself; and (d) less 
burden is placed on the irrigation and drainage systems. A large-scale reduction of irrigated areas is not considered a 
feasible sfratcgy, at least not while the potential of other, less costly, alternatives have not been exhausted. A 
reduction of some irrigated areas might be considered for regions with high marginal cost and low water efficiency. 
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' Then arc of coune a variety of other majc ~blems such as loss of biodivc w pollutio 
pesticides and industry, air pollution ctc. Bui UIcul HIUJdtutcs a threat of such a f l l l l b a r -  difficult N 
salinization. For the intasted reader a summary explanation of the salinizdtion procwses is given. The salt content of soils 
and subsoils in arid Tones b compemtively high. Irrigation watcr and groundwater dissolve thest salts. The more wata used 
in irrigation and the higher the groundwater level, the bigger the amount of salt dissolved. Irrigation water not used by the 
aops enriches itself with salts. The dmhge  system, if well designed and maintainad, collects the saline surplus wntu, feeds 
it back to the rivas or deposits it in desert sinks when additiond salt is mobilized and percolation may affect the ground 
water. A delicate balance has to be struck between reduced river flow, increased river d i t y  and long-term damages to the 
ground water. W i g  river salinity or reduced river flow invariably have a negative dfect on the downstream users of the 
water. If drainage is deficient in the irrigated areas, and this is the case in much of the Ard Sea Bssin, ground water levels 
and salinity in the irrigated areas itself rise. Deep ground watas, which usually have high salt concentrations, can mix with 
shallow ground waters and increase their salinity. Groundwater moves under its own pressure iq the whole basin. Once the 
shallow groundwater level rises to close to 2 meters, depending on soil structure, capillary forces pull it to the surfkc. Them 
the water evaporates and the salts stay and reduce agricultural yields, affect all flora and fauna and can atrack the foundations 
of buildings etc 
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But obviously, a l a r g d e  reduction of irrigated areas would have immediate detrimental economic and social 
impact. High costs could be anticipated for the creation of employment in sectors other than agriculture and for 
resettlement of the concerned populations. Fortunately, there is evidence that savings in irrigation water use of 20- 
30 percent are possible at relatively low cost, without constraining production (see para 1.19). 

1.13 'Ihe key issue is how to implement such savings and to complete a salinity strategy. Price and incentive 
systems conducive to water saving are not yet in place among the main water consuming countries. The level of 
awareness among the p o ~ o n s  and policy makers about the need for and type of common action is low. Regional 
management of salt movements is lacking in the basin. Upstream riparian States have little incentive to manage 
salinization or agricultural runoff. The overall situation is not helped by the fact that a credible system of water 
quality monitoring in the region does not even exist. For a fme tuned strategy and action plan, several key elements 
are lacking, namely: (a) identification of the main polluting inigation areas; @) evaluation of the future potential 
extent of the problem; (c) delay time between cause and effect on and via the groundwater system, and (d) fine 
tuning of technically and economically feasible options for curative a&nn- 

Decline of the Aral Sea 

1.14 The decline of the Aral Sea started in 1960 as increasing amounts of water were diverted to irrigation and 
less, but more saline, water entered the Sea1*. As of the mid-1980s, only small amounts of water wen flowing into 
the Aral Sea. In 1990 the Aral Sea split into a small northern sea and a large southern sea as the waters receded. m e  
salinity of the northern sea is gradually decreasing as inflows h m  the Syr Darya dilute the salt water and fish have 
even been reintroduced. Today, the whole of the former Aral Sea has shrunk by approximately 70 percent in volume 
and SO percent in area. The water level in the southern body continues to drop and the salinity to increase. In 1997 
the southem Aral Sea was practically biologically dead with salinitv levels at around 40 dl (for cornoarison, sea 
water is 35 gh). Some aquatic life, however, s w i v  res near tl 
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elta areas I of the A - - -  1.15 Severe environmental and do-economic a and Syr 
Darya Large sections of the Amu Darya and Syr Darya delta wetlands and agricultural lands dried up as a 
co-ce of reduced river flow, absence of annual inundation, and falling ground water levels near the seabedu. 
One of the most important migratory bird feeding grounds in Asia is now less than one fifth its former size. The 
climate around the Sea has become more continental, with grca!er annual fluctuations in temperature and humidity. 
Water-borne diseases have always been a common threat to human health in the region, a situation not helped by the 
environmental degradation and decline in drinking water quality. Thm is a high incidence of diarrhea disease 
(especially among children) and oth& water related health problems. In towns, sewage systems are attacked by 
salinization and in rural areas high water tables risk contamination by latrines. L ie  expectancies in the d i i c t s  near 
the sea are significantly lower than in surrounding nations. The approximately 3.5 million people living in the 
vicinity of the Aral Sea have become emomicaUy impoverished. Tens of thousands of jobs were lost in the fonner 
fishing industry, agriculture and service sector. Huge tracts of agricultural lands were 1 

rivers, ground, the ground water, the exposed seabed and the dried up wetlands and its ac 
with salt 
persal. 
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L- n-- A- 1.16 'Ihe strategy towards the Aal Sea itself is outdated and needs correction. The dream or rmonng rac aca to 
its fonner level is still aliveta. Experts and practitioners, however, know that restoration is impossible and they act 
accordingly. Among the spectrum of suggestions for fill restoration (incIuding the old Soviet Union plan of 
diverting Siberian rivers or pumping water fiom the Caspian Sea), none are economically or environmentally 
feas restoration thr6ugh water savings is also unrealistict3. At best, what could ted is a retardation ible, Full 

h e  level ( 
, ~ .. * 1 of the sea dropped by 17 meters between 1960 and 1996 due to uncompensated on of the order of 1 

wear, irs surf" declined h m  67,000 km' to 30,000 km'. The amrual inflow used to be abour w mn3. In the past decade, 
inflow was bawear 5-10 kmJ (in 2 dry years no water mtmd the Sea at all). At this average i d o w  level, the Sea will 
fimthcr decline and probably stabilize at a size of 13,000 kmt . Without intervention, in about I5 years, its salinity will be at 
about 100 g/l, comparable to that of the Dead Sea in Israel. " Annual loss of land to desatification is estimated at 100.000 h a  
The name IFAS includes the restoration of the Sea The formal strategy sauctioned by the I ;rate in 19! 
restoring the Sea's production level to former levels. 

" Several restoration scenarios have been developed. Restoring the Sea within 100 years to a size of awut 50,000 knr, a level 
at which salinity would be at a level of 12 g/l and acceptable for diverse aquatic live, would require about 45 bnJ/year of 
water from the Amu Darya and the Syr Datya This would demand a cut in current irrigation wat& use by 40 km3/year or by 
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of the rate of the Seas' d e c b  and future maintenance of the lake at a rational su 
mas in the vicinity of the Sea, in essence the delta areas, this implies adjustment 1 

Sea, reorientation of the local economics and commitment to continue improving anu rcrlning the pusr sum=, - - 

alleviating, ~~g and counteracting the negative impacts of the environmental disaster. At Win level the most 
important measure would be to arrive at joint action to reduce salinity of and increase the flow of the rivers to the 
deltas. 
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1.17  he regional water management probIems cmcem tour core areas: (a) water quantity Ad quuity; (01 ..,-. 
storage and control facilities; (c) water use; and (d) inigation and drainage inhstructure. Management of water 
quantity and quality embodies several potential conflict areas. Water shares between regions of a centrally managed 
and rigorously policed state such as the Soviet Union constitute mmly a technical and administrative problem. But 
water shares between independent national states in arid mas  are a potential source of conflict of critical dima 
Therefore, transparent and accepted dispute settlement mechanisms (and indeed credible water con- 
monitoring systems on which to base them) arc indispensable for eventual conflict resolution. Water shares ni 
be agreed between the national economic and social sectors such as agriculture, hydro-power, communes, industry 
and recreation, on the one hand and the regional environmental users such as the rivers, the wetlands, and the Aral 
Sea on the other. Any uncertabty over water availability increases the risk to investment in the water sector and 
undcnnines any national initiatives to improve water management The mountainous upstream countries tend to 
raise the question of ownership of the water resources because they want to participate in the benefits of water use 
in the downstream couuiries. Management related problems are those of seasonal water allocation, as the upstream 
countries would like to use water resources for their own winter power generation needs which is m conflict with 
the downstream countries' summer irrigation needs. Supply and allocation of water must be established on a reliable 
long-tenn basis, not only on a year-to-year basis, otherwise public and private investment becomes riskier. On the 
supply side, long-tam issues of watershed protection have to be dealt with. Very simiIar issues arise on the topic of 
water quality. Quite simply, thm is no water quality management at the moment. There is a need for regional water 
quality stipukions covering all pollutants with the priority to the key pollutants such as sale (para 1.12). While salt 
mobilization can be achieved through localized means, salt storage needs a broader, strategic view. TBe parallel 
need is for monitoring and controL Water quantity a y problen 
physically linked and managerially intcrb~ined~~. 

1.18 Problems in the management of the water mmgc and control khuucrurc nave appeared ---- 
independence. In the soviet period, inhstructurc was built to serve the needs of the entire Aral Sea basin. In many 
cases, hhtmcture located in one country was plarmed for the benefit of other countries. The largest dams and 
rescrvoirs are located in the poorer mountain of upstream countries, while stared water benefits the larger and richer 
downstream comtries. The operational responsibility and divisioa of maintenance for tramboundary 
inh t ruchm is now in dispute. Then there are issues of sustainability of dams and re~ervoirs. For instau( 
eartfiquake and landslides created Lake Sarez in Tajikistan in 191 1. Today 20 Ian' of water trapped beh 
potentially unstable natural dam constitutes a disaster potential of regional dimensions. Although man-made dams m 
the basin are considered structurally safe, maintenance is also a problem and early warning instrumentation is 
nonexistent, out of operation or outdated. Siltation threatens sustainability and the capacity of the reservoirs for 
interstate water manageme$ as they grow older. Thm is no existing mechanism for independent assessment of 
dam safety. l l h  is problematic, as institutional investors such as the World Bank require such. an assessment of dam 
safety for all major investments to address regional water management problems. 
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1.19 Ineffdve and excessive use of water in irrigation as well as other spheres is a core problem inherited from 
the soviet system in which attention to resource productivity was low. Comcting this problem is not only key to 

about 50 percent Restoring the Sea to the same level within 50 yuus would mean stopping all irrigation and other water 
uses. Both scenarios are unrealistic at a time when even water savings of 3 to 5 pacent encountu major problems of 
acceptance in the region. Cumnt targets under discussion are to innease the annual flow to 20 km3 /year. This corresponds 
to about 20 pacart savings in irrigation water and would stabilize the Sea within some 20 years at a size of about 23.000 
km2 and salinity in the order of 60 gll. 
The institutional set-up, however, does not reflect well this need for integrated management. Watersheds, rivm, groundwater 
and environment are dealt with by different sectoral or sub-sectoral institutions. 



solving the d i n i d o n  h e ,  but also for the competitiveness of Central Asia's agriculture where irrigation 
constitutu the bulk of production costslS. Some 35 percent1' of the water delivered to the fanns are not taken up by 
the crops. In comparison, for well-managed irrigation systems, the comparable figure is only 10-15 percent. Water 
use per ha in the basin is about 12,000 m3/h. Israel, the world leader in irrigation technology in a comparable 
environment, uses less than half that. In the principal water consuming countries of the region there are no 
incentives to consewe water (e.g., through better irrigation timing and land leveling, or reduction of drainage water 
salinity etc.). 'Ibis is understandable, as water is being supplied at no cost to the user. Private production structures, 
non-distortcd pricing systems for inputs such as irrigation water and d r a i i e  and water and means for pmalidng 
pollution are absent or only in their very initial stages. Their development would stimulate the creativeness and 
responsibility of the owner/operators and encourage more effective water use. Pressure for change is surprisingly 
low, as awareness about need and options for water saving is limited among politicians and water supplien and 
users. This rather vicious circle needs to be addressed on a broad h n t  yet with specifically targeted initiatives. 

1.20 Maintcnauce and improvement of irrigation and drainage Mastmcture are also major problem areas. As a 
consequence of the general cut in maintenance budgets (para 1.9, most of the irrigation and drainage infhstxucture 
has been poorly maintained. An increasing percentage of farm level drainage, often of the vertical drainage type, is 
out of operation and difficult to r e c o ~ c t .  ?hi has contributed massively to soil salinization @ara 1.10) and low 
productivity due to water logging of fields. A major maintenance backlog has built up and continuing to defer 
maintenance could have disastrous affects on the economy and environment. Degradation could reach a point where 
costly total replacement rather than repair is the only option. The fmmcial resources naded for reconstruction and 
improvement are enormous; estimates lie in the USS10-20 billion range9 Amassing funds of such magnitude is 
hardly feasible without mobilizing a wide range of funding sources, among which the private user must figure 
prominently. Only the private sector is large enough and has the creativity to mobilize such resources for efficient 
o n - h  investment and maintenance as well as for cost recovery for the main public idhstructurc. Again, changing 
the incentive system and mobilizing awareness (par. 1.17) are imp so vital a monstration of low- 
cost technologies, organization of private tkms into groups around Cm- pate priority setting 
for maintenance. r t c o ~ c t i o n  and imurovement in the basin Stata 
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interstate cooperation, arose at independence and some of them still continue to occupy policy makers today. The 
key questions were: (a) is there a need for new regional institutions; or are regular interstate consultations or 
existing agencies? in their present or a modified mauner, suff~cient to study, prepare, implement and monitor 
intentate agreements? (b) what would be the roles of any new interstate organizations, particularly with respect to 
sector focus and to the delimitation of regional and national responsibilities? (c) is there a need for one or several 
regional institutions, depending on tasks (narrow vs. Broad, solely regulatory vs. operationally active) and on 
geographic conditions (the whole basin or for each river)? Once a decision in favor of establishing new in- 
institutions is made, other questions arise. Typically these are: (a) who leads them? @) how are the ~ o n s  
financed? (c) whm should the interstate institutions be located? and (d) how is equality between the large and the 
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*:....,*- r.. A detailed calculation of eCu~rvuur bdStl of irrigation is rrvb mv,,,lable but a rough es--W +ts it at the order of 
USSSOOhaIyear. Cumntly, Uzbekistan spends about USS85ha on nuraing its irrigation system. Taking into account the 
deferred maintenance, mmhable annual spending should probably be three times larger or about USS2SOha The annual 
damages due to sa l in ion  are estimated at USSZSOha 

I' Some reports speak of over 50 percmt 
l1 Rehabilitation and improvement costs of irrigated land are 01 b. 

Close to half of the irrigated area needs rehabilitation urgentlj 
" At independence the existing institutions of "regional" natm 1. 

for the Amu Darya and the Syr Darya They had been created in 1987. Their task was water distribution among the various 
CA Soviet Republics and the construction and operation of key water diversion stwturcs. 
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C. Responding to the Cballe 
1.22 Following independence, the Central Asian States rcspondea ro mc aoovc cna~~cngcs m wau 

environmental I ent with a series of regional and national ini these eff 
various ways. 

Regional Initiawts 
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1 'Ihe Central Asian States (CA) responded quickly to the need for a new legal ba 
Water Ministen of the newly independent CA States joiatly declared on September 12, ...at m u m  ..,-. 
resources management would be on the basis of equity and joint benefits. An interstate agmment of February 18, 
1992 reflected this commilment and established an Interstate Commission for Water Coordination (ICWC). It was 
made responsible for joint water management on the basis of agreed obligations, which dctcxmine annual water 
allocations for each State and schedules for the operation of resmroin. 'Ihe Basin Wide Organi: 
were maintained md given the task of carrying out ICWC decisions? The ICWC meets quarterly ( 

need arises. Its decisions have to be unanimous and then are immediately binding on all five States. 
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1.24 A more systematit ctured approach followed by means of the Ara m, (ASBP, Vol. 
I1 Part IV). In preparatio 992 with the help of UNEP and the World Bc ?d in 1994. In a 
June 1994 meeting in h re Central Asian States proposed, and the intex amunity agreed, 
to support the ASBP. The long-term objectives of the ASBP are to: (a) stabilize the environment of the Aral Sea 
bask, (b) rehabilitate the disaster zone around the Sea; (c) improve the mauagement of the international waters of 
the Aral Sea Basin; and (d) build tbe capacity of regional institutions to plan and implement the above programs. 
The objectives relate very closely to basic problems outlined previously (para 1.6). A sub-objective was to create a 
specific forum for world and donor attention to the Aral Sea disaster. The ASBP was conceived as a broad program 
comprising of 8 programs and 19 projects, with a planned pnparation phase of 18 months. Via an interim phase of 
smaller-scalo implemmtation lasting 3 or 4 years it was to develop into a large-scale investment program of many 
hundred of millions of dollars. In 1993 three new institutions were created: (a) the Interstate Council of the Aral Sea 
(ICAS) with its o5ce in Tashkent, Uzbekistan, whose task was overall coordination; (b) the Intexnational Fund of 
the Aral Sea, IFAS with its o5cc m Almaty, KazaksEan, whose task was to receive and m m e  fun&: and (cl the 
Sustainable Development Commission (SDC) with an office i 
on the regional environment issues. 

1.25 In coordination with regional 'and donor representatives, the Bank undertook a review of the ASBP in July 
1996. Appreciating its many achievements, it also recommended major changes, such as: (a) stronger leadership by 
regional institutions as opposed to donor influence in program formulation and implementation; (b) increased 
political and financial commitment by the Central Asia States towards the regional Mtutions; (c) clearer priority 
setting between national and regional tasks and more foca~ on quickly implementable activities; and (d) clarification 
of roles of the various institutions, particularly ICAS, IFAS, ICWC, SDC and BWOs. For the Bank, it suggested 
more concentration on financing of investment projects in support of the ASBP, a gradual reduction of its TA role, 
and a focus on the speedy preparation of the present project. 

1.26 Quick action followed. The five Central Asian Heads of State mc nuary 1997 to disa 
ASBP and made the following major decisions: (a) adoption of the rewmmenaauons of the above review as a 
general guideline for ref- of the ASBP; (b) merger of ICAS and IFAS into a new restructured IFAS; (c) rotation 
of leadership in a two year cycle among the Presidents of the five States (the President of Uzbekistan was to start); 
and (d) annual financial contributions to the ASBP of 0.3 percent of national budget revenues of the three richer 
downstnam States and of 0.1 percent of the two poorer upstream Statesll. Again rapid action followed. In May 1997 
a high-level Uzbek official was appointed Chairman of the Executive Committee (EC) of IFAS. The mandate and 
status of the new lFAS was rapidly reformulated and adopted. IFAS* relations to the other institutions (paras 123 

I' Financing of the BWOs was not clearly addressed. 
* Afghanistan share a common border with Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan (ap,,. OUJ lun). It hbr -U nrl 

join but is too weak to even mpa invitation. About 125 percent of the ASBP's water resources originate in the 
counby, yet only a M o n  of it is I " The Heads of State also stressed thc 
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rigation. It contributes between 34-km3 water1 year to the Amu-Darya 
:ontain the use of foreign consultants. 



and 1.24) were clarified. EC-IFAS was to provide overall coordiuatioa 'Lbe number of staff of EGIFAS was 
increased and its regional base widened In October 1997 EGIFAS organized a technical donor meeting in 
Tashkent and EC-IFAS' involvement in the formulation of the present project accelerated and deepened. EC-IFAS 
also formulated plans for poverty alleviation in the disaster zone. The Board of EC-IFAS has met three times since 
May 1997, compared to two times in the period from 1994 to 1996. During the latest Board meeting of March 12, 
1998, the States c o n h e d  that the budget commitments for 1998 have been made according to the above decision 
of the Heads of State. Uzbekistan has committed USSI4 million, I b z b t a u  USS7.6 million, Turkmenistan 
US600,OOO and Tajikistan USS14,O0O9. 

1.27 The achievements of the ASBP, as measured against its own long-term objectives (para e 
substantiala. Evidently the environment of the Aral Sea Basin is fiu from stabilizing. However, the preparation 
phase of the ASBP created a clearer vision of the problems and was instrumental in catalyzing action. It has mated 
an intanationally accessible howledge base. The base comprises of some 20 analytical and many strategic reports 
(VoL 11 Part IV and document list), a regional database on water and land as well as a pool of many hundreds of 
local experts. Particular advances were made in the fields of water use, agricultud economics, upper water shed 
protection, and wetlands and delta development Concrete action on the ground was limited to small-scale 
demonstrations and laboratory development Increasing salinization was addressed in a dispersed manner under 
several programsY. Awareness about transboundary and inter-regional issues of salinity was increased, fm s 
to estimate its economic cost were made, and strategies for further work developed. (para 1.10). 

1.28 The disaster zone around the Sea is far &om rehabilitated, but major strides have CJCCII made mainly by the 
national governments (para 1.32) and also under the ASBP umbrella. As for ths latter, the water supply and 
sanitation projects of the World Bank, activities in water, health and forestry supported by USAID, UNICEF and a 
series of other donon are all underway. IFAS and the Bank reacted to increasing concerns about delays of concrete 
action on the grcnmd and mounted an Immdate Impact Project (TIP) with a poverty alleviation focus (Vol. II Part 
N). Although small, it helped to build confidence in that the ASBP would also contniute to immediate relief 
support for the Aral Sea region. Delta development studies lead to largascale project developments (Kmhtan: 
Restoration of the Northern Aral Sea, which is close to implementation) and to strategies of delta and wetlands 
development including the identification of the wetlands component of the present project. Several planned 
technical studies related to the Aral Sea itself(fisherics, dust stonns, climate change) were, however, not undertaken 
due to lack of interest h m  ICAS and camsponding lack of tun& and donor invoIvement. Small-scale business 
support activities were sponsored by UNDP. The Bank undertook economic strategy studies in 1997 and EGIFAS 
reports that it has started to develop models for national-based social transformation funds. 

129 The management of the international waters of the Aral Sea Basin has not improved in the sense of a 
major break-through, but many important steps were taken under the ASBP. Most importantly, peace over water 
was maintained and the ASBP may claim its fair contribution to that Water quantity and quality problems were 
addressed by a range of analytical work, on which the present project builds (See Vol. I1 Part IV with document list: 
Principal priorities). First attempts were made to formulate national and regional strategies. Priorities emerged, such 
as conceatration on transboundary water, the need for basin-wide water conservation, and the recognition of the 
Aral Sea as the "sixth state", with a right to water. Thtee interstate agreements covering institutions, water use and 
joint planning were drafted. Water storage and control Mastructure issues were addressed relatively late in the 
program due to fundig constraints and problems of bridging the irrigation and energy intenst; but a dam safety 
assessment was started in 1997. Comine fiom the energy side and under the ICKKU (para 1.5) umbrella. USAlD 
supported work towards a@u voirs2(. E t . the uppt rater use efficienq 

and its co * The Kyrgyz Republic could not attend' the meeting ntribution will be kr ibution will be in the 
order of several tens of thousands of US$. 

a The fact that Phase I lasted over three years instead of 18 months as planned must br .nainly on the account of overly 
optimistic expectations a t  the start of the ASBP. 
Those programs include water strategy (Program I.]), water quality (Rogram 3), delta development (P ) and water 
supply (Program- 5). 
ICKKU is charged with improving economic interstate relations between these three states. By the 11-T UP the close 
intarclations between irrigation and energy, substantial study work was done unda USAID auspices on themes of the 
ASBP. This causes some irritation to EC-IFAS. A fhmework agreement on the management of the Syr Darya wat~~3, was 



was ane of the key concern of tbe ASBP's water strategy work. Maintenance and improvement of irrigation and 
drainage bhstmcha was correctfy considered a predominantly national task. Tbe ASBP made valuable 
contributions through project preparation studies such as Uzbekistan Drainage Project 

130 Ckpacily of regional tnstitationa to plan and implea ASBP was created. There i! 
institutions capable of providing basic regional water and envi 1 management The core of l 
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(a) the reformed IFAS, for overall coordination of intmtatc and donor relations in the basin, with branches 
in al l  states. IFAS has a clear mandate for coordinating all regional water and enviroxunent related issues 
ad, as of 1988, enough financial resources for basic self-reliant operationm. EGIFAS can relate to a 
vast network of minishies, institutes etc. in the various states. It still has weaknesses in management, 
sector coverage, outreach to the population, to donors, to the scientific community in universities etc., 
h*~t  EGIFAS has a fairly consistent, agreed and focused vision about fuve needs and program 

gectiva (VoL I1 Part II), the commitment of the States and the required strong leadership. It is also 
Ldressing its weaknesses systematically, through staff training and renewal and increased outreach to 
- donor community. Cabacitv building assistance has been agreed recently with UNDP under PA-" 

iing. The fact of ! llication with ICKKU causes some but is the subject c 
oing dialogue. 

(b) ICWC is WAS* tool for solving annual water management issues, pnparing the general lines 01 
development, disseminating i n f o d o n .  and exchanging knowledge. ICWC has its own Sci 
Information Center ( S I W  home of the regional data base (para 1.27). It can deliver advice on 
variety of water management issues. Both are well established. 'Ihe two BWOs operating the inb=- 
water managunmt i d h s h u e  an related to ICWC. 

(c) SDC, an analogue institution to ICWC in the field of mvironment is still in its very early sta 
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1.3 1 As in all i n n  efforts, success depends on what happens on the ground and on what the states actually do 
on their territory. Regional action is mainly a question of c o o ~ t i o n ,  stimulation and support for national action. 
It is handicapped without the full support in the form of related national policies, legislation and bureaucratic or 
other action. BeIow, is a brief review of the status of national initiatives with respect to ASBP objectives and action. 

1.32 As for the objective of stabilizing tbe environment of the Aral Sea Basin, each basin State has its own 
environment policy in one form or another and its own btitutim such as specific M i e s  or State Committees 
on environment. All national policies have the protection of water and the provision of clean drinking water 
invariably at the top of the agenda Clean air and the protection of biodiversity follow directly on the priority list. 
All national environmental SCNices have to struggle with severe budget constraints and Mcult ies of 
implementation and enforctment Thm are also major differences in advancement and priority setting between 
States. Regarding policy formulation, the Kyrgyz Republic has prepared a National Environmental Action Plan 
(NEAP); Uzbekistan is about to finish its own and Kazakstan is starting. Upper watershed countries usually place 
more emphasis on erosion,control, protcctia - lining pollutants, glacier protection and biodiversity pro1 - 

in their mountain nfbge areas. 'Ibe lower ri ~mtries stress water and soil saliiization, water pollutio~ 
the upstream c o d e s  ( h m  industry and es) and biodiversity in wctla~~ds. Saliiization is usuall! 
with as an issue for localized curative actioh on symptoms, such as linking consumers of drinking water to cwancr 
sources of water and to purification plants, improving drainage in specifi economic and 
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signed between Kerakstan. the Kyrgyz Republic and Uzbekistan was signed on March 17 ,1998. It establishes basic I 

compensation for water uses between irrigation and energy mechanisms; its details have yet to be worked out 
EC-IFAS has a M o f  4 1; its operational budget is about USSl80,000/year (1998); statT costs represent about 85 pu 
its budget 
SIC reportedly has a s t , o f  40 and an annual budget of USS200,OOO. 
Established under soviet times, the two BWOS suffered, since independence, fiom uncertainty and limitations as to their 
financing. 



kistan anc 

~vironmental potential of joint regional action m water coasenation is not yet fully appreciated. The institutional 
and intellectual links between national services and the ASBP arc multiple. 

133 Rehabilitation of the disaster zone around the Sea has been a major burdm for Wmksbn, Uzbel 1 
'hlanenistan (even if the latter does not have a direct share in the seashore). 'Ihese States had spent large amounts 
on soci-omic and mvimmmcntal stabilizatioon; around USS650 million per year, according to EGIFAS. 
Compared to this amount, the assistance provided by donors, at national and regional levels is small. Measues 
range ftom substantive invcstmmt in social and economic i&astructurc (gas, water supply, irrigation and drainage, 
housing, health, education, industry, etc.), specific social safety nets (employment schemes, special assistance to the 
poor), subsidies to industrial and agricultural units for environmental action (artificial lakes, wetlands, and 
afforestation) and for incentive schemes for economic activity (salary level incentives, tax breaks, development 
funds, etc.). EGIFAS has contributed, in the past, through involvement in the Immediate Impact Project (IIP). 
CM.ently it is helping through coordination and demonstration of common approaches on the socio-economic side 
(para 1.28) and through active intcwention on the water and environment side such as in the proposed project. 

1.34 On water management, the States are also the key playen. They have their own national water laws. The 
min i ics  and agencies in charge of irrigation and drainage are usually among the lqu funded and staffed national 
bureaucracies, even in the upstream ~untr ies~ .  The operation, maintenance and development of infktructurc for 
water storage, water control, irrigation and drinking water constitute huge costs to the budgets. ?he accumulated 
backlog in deferred maintenance has reached daunting proportions (para 1.19). It is not surprising therefore, that 
steeply rising pressure for refonn with devolution of costs to the emerging private sector and for comprehensive 
policies, strat@es and action in water management originates in the macro and finance bureaucracies of the States. 
Rising costs have induced the states to promote water use efficiency and, basin-wide, a reduction of 5% has been 
achieved in the last five yean. Economic r e f m  has started all over Central Asia, particularly in Kanhtau and the 
Kyrgyz Republic. In thwe countries, privatization moves in agriculture arc fming fimdammtatly new relations 
between the State and the water users. The users are left to maintain, and manage themselves, the tertiary irrigation 
and drainage network of the farms (state and collective) and to contriiute dinctly to the cost of operation and 
maintenance of the secondary grid, through water charges. Out of necessity, the usen have to reorganize themselves 
in new ways. Similar developments are taking place in the drinking water supply all over Central Asia. 'Iht reform 
also was accompanied by efficiency driven mergers of agencies in agriculture and irrigation, in irrigation and 
hydropower and in town and nual water supply etc. The ixkcntives system has started to promote change in the right 
direction and this augurs well for the futun. Exchanges between national and regional action on water management 
have been intense over the past y e q  and are strengthening. Work on regional strategies under the ASBP has 
influenced national policies and vice versa, with the inaeasing recognition that interstate aspects, such as water 
availability ar - o be resolved ~ r i o r  to ~roiec 
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135 'Ibe Axal Sea basm issues previously a t t m t d  substantial donor interest at regional and national level and 
continue to do so. Donor sapport to the ASBP at regional level amomted to some USS32 million in the past; 
approximately 20 donor agencies had pledged funds at the 1994 Paris conference. To date, about 10 grant and TA 
donors have financed Aral Sea projects in close or loose connection with the ASBP institutions. The largest grant 
donors were, according to donor records3'; (a) USAID with about US7 million (the largest items being water 
supply, energy and water management policy including reservoir operation issues and health; (b) the Netherands 
USS6 million (for water quality assessment and environmental i m m  preparation of wetland restoration measures, 
capacity building, including preparation support to this project; contributions to UNDP and UNICEF's ASPERA 
program; most recently they have agreed to finance UNDP support to SDC and EC-IFAS capacity building); (c) 
NrI'ACIS USS7 million (WARMAP project focusing on the preparation of interstate water agreement, the regional 

The environment ministries are in the working groups preparing IFAS decisions and have thus a chance of linking national 
and regional concerns. Also, the ongoing measures to reinforce SDC (Vol. XI, Part N) are likely to yield substantial benefits 
regional collaboration on environment issues 
For example: Uzbekistan imgation sector's budget for 1997 was about USS340 million (24 billion Uzbek sums) o 
percent of total budget. The number of employees in the sector is about 180,000. In the Kyrgyz Republic the CI 

figures are USSO million (218 million sums) or 4 percent of budget and 5,400 employees. 
JI The EC-IFAS account is different as it only takes into consideration support measures coordinated by it or its prede 
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water and land management da!abase, pilot projects and monitoring of on-fium water management issues); ( 
World Bank about U S 5 3  million in the fonn of Special Grants for ASBP institution building and the IIP am 
support drom its budget in the rmmmfion uhase of the ASBP; (e) UNDP US= million; and ( f )  a series of other 
donors with asshnce tc of US$6 Finland, Swimland, UK, Italy, Denmark, 
Sweden, Japanese PHRD fait Fund) 
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. . 1.36 GEF support'to k q o n u  msaauves. GI% ass~stance wm me Aral Sea Basm rrogram began in 1994 with 
a Rojcct Preparatory Assistauce grant of USSS00,000, it saved for the initial w o k  on a regional water strategy 
(para 129). The five States f o d y  nqutsted GEF assistance for the Aral Sea Basin Program in April 19% and the 
present project with a total costs of USS1.2 and a GEF contribution of US12 million is likely to constitute the 
single most importaut operation at the regional level for the coming 4 -5 years? 
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1.37 Infoxmation about nature and volume of donor support to the national level is not readily available. It is 
importan4 however, to have a perception of the present and plauned volume and d i d o n  of the larger aid streams 
of the larger institutional lendersU, as one of the ultimate objectives of the ASBP is being able to catalyze large-scale 
investment for its concerns. The information available suggests that the World Bank is, for the momenf the largest 
institutional investor addressing ASBP concerns d i y  with a volume of US$182 million in signed commitments 
for drinking wa anitation projects ir I Sea disaster zone and for imgation and drainage projects in 
Kazakstan. At t al level, the Bank 1 or is planning through FYOO, 16 loans and credits for $605 
million in supw~r U'  roved land and  watt^ -~gunent (Volume II, Part IV)[to be checked/. The Bank also has 
a number of operations which have an indirect bearing on Aral Sea concerns. These includes nine policy-based 
operations for sector reforms, two projects for land registration, eight for support services, and several projects for 
cotton production and sheep husbandry development. The Bank is cunmtly in the process of formulating, together 
with the individual States, its country specific assistance strategies for the coming years, and Aral Sea concerns are 
being systematically raistd in the sfrategy discussions. It is expected that the ASBP institutions will make 
themselves heard or participate in fiatme strategy discussions at the level of their respective governments. Other 
institutional lenden have started to join. The Kuwait fund and the KfW am engaged with some U S W  million in 
parallel financing of the World Bank's water supply project in Uzbekistan. 'Ihe Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
has taken up lending for the irrigation sector in Kezakstan and the Kyrgyz Republic and is about to review its 
options in the Uzbek agkultun sector in detail. The'Japanese OECF is also planning to enter the irrigation and 
water supply sectors and has created a new environment fund instrument 

D. The Challenges Ahead 

General 

1.38 'Ihe ASBP is facing major challenges ahtad. However, the conditions for success nave lmprovw when 
compared to the situation at the start of the Prognun in 1994. On the macnwconomic side, the Central Asian 
States, perhaps with the exception of Tajikistan, are over the worst period of the economic transition and current 
trends are encouraging. The GDP decline has stopped and all States are credibly projecting moderately positive 
growth rates. However, transition is far from complete; it may take one or two decades to finish it. To accelerate the 
process, substantial investments and transfer of technology from the outside will be required Looking ahead for the 
coming three to four years we can anticipate the following: peace will be generally prevail as all parlies are aware 
that without it prosperity would be impossible. Regional cooperation in all spheres will, most probably, receive 
higher priority as post-independence preoccupation with nation building recedes and the importance of cooperation 
for growth is better understood The large water consuming countries, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan will most 
likely also start basic refa riculture, while the ~ c h  as Kazakstan and the Kwgyz Republic, 
will start reaping reform I Fhigher sector grov ~dget side, it would listic to assume 
that the yet timid growtl Id to major relief. State budgets will :xtremely tight 
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pith a total cost of US GEF is also involved in other operations in CA: the Central Asia Biodiversity project w ~n and 
a GEF contribution of USS10 million. It is planned to stsrt in the second halfof 1998. ' Institutional Itndas, such as the World Bank the European Investment and Development Banks, the Asian Development Bank, 
the Japanese OECF, the German KfW, the Kuwait fund, the Arab Devclopmmt Fun4 the International Fund for Agricultural 
Development etc. It will be one of the tasks of IFAS in the future to closely monitor investments 
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throughout tho coming years, particularly in the poonr counlries such as the Kyrgyz Republic and TajWtan. The 
denlauds o lgcb h n  the social side (employment, social security, health, education etc.) wil l  be extremely 
heavy. 'Ihc productive sectors will have to fend largely for themselves for investment and maintenance, 
most like11 i much less distorted price environment. Institutional change will accompany reforms and then 
will be a fair amount of stress through untmtahties over work relationshi1 he public ~d 
over the nature of relationships between the public and the private sectors. 

139 On the level of d o n 8 1  water and environment the "worst is over" also applies but the challenges ahead 
I policy and macro- ent can be expected to be in many u e favorable 
tl ng refom process, rly in agriculture, will improve the it: system and 
h ~ c h  as water use eL~r;~cnr;~ and saliaization. The trends towards : cooperation 
will improve the general climate for the ASBP institutions. On the otha hand, the pressure from the financial side 
will be serious as national governments cleau out their budgets and look for savings; regional expenditures will be 
natural targets far cost cutting. Donor funding for the regional activities will also be tough to realize. The Aral Sea 
phenomena has lost its initial 'glamour' as 'the uuknown crisis' and faces increasing competition for grant funds 
h m  other emergencies around the world. Overriding factors affecting fimding are general budget cuts in the donor 
countries and rising donor fatigue. 

1.40 'Ihe EGIFAS will face a host of major challenges and meeting them will nt ir. They will have to 
continue to prove their usdbhess and efficiency to their sponsors, primarily the natic mments but also the 
donors. The national governments will measure usefUlness and efficiency in severa iuch as through EC- 
IFAS': (a) active contn'bution to keeping peace over water in the region; (b) its role as mowdive and politically 
smooth leader for practical solutions to water and environment problems; (c) contriiution to their policy and 
strategy formulation agenda in water and salinity management; (d) assistance m mobilizing donor funds for their 
national concerns; (e) Cffectivc mediation and impartiality in conflict resolution; ( f )  non-interfmce in national 
*, (g) visible shares in donor h d s  provided to the regional level; (h) capacity to balance action on the ground 
and action of the coordi ion and strategy type; and ( i)  last but not least, institutional culture compatiile with their 
budget constraints and their staudards in the use of scarce funds, particularly for staff remuneration and facilities. 
The donon will most likely apply sim Igrnent. Additionally, they will most likely stress: (a) the 
States living up to the promises of inc ~t and fiancial contn'butions to the ASBP; (b) ECJFAS 
presenting objectives, programs and prc ligh standards of analysis and presentation; (c) outreach to 
the private sector and NGOs; (d) transparency and rigor in financial and other management issues; and (e) flexibility 
and understanding of conshints imposed by their parliaments andlor administrations. A change to a rotating IFAS 
presidency (para 1.25) will also constitute a major institutional challenge. Whether the change will effectively occur 
in 1999 is not known yet. It could entail a major internal change for JFAS, if not handled with care (para 2.47). 
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1.41 Worts for addressing major interstate issues, such as water and environmental managemi - thl ASBP, 
are always long-term. ?hey typically consist of rolling programs with phases of three to fivc At 
intervals coinciding with the beginning of new phases, the position is assessed and objective! to 
their validity. Then, if necessary, revisions are made, and future actions arc delimited and cut inw pnascs ana sups. 
?he result of such exercises are laid down in Strategic Action Programs (SAPS) for the use of all concerned, 
regional institutions, natiopal states and other financiers. Feasibility and detail of such plans decrease necessarily 
with the inmasing distauce of the t h e  horizon. 
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1.42 The ASBP has completed its three-year preparation phase an a new pht IY 
four years duration. It has gone through the above basic review p The pm Ie 
Bank's review of 1996, continued with months of follow-up internal ~ ~ V I G W S  wu culminated in the Heads of States 
decisions of Almaty in early 1997. 'Lhe review concluded in essence, even if not stated in that form, that the four 
original program objectives (para 124) are still valid, that the program had to balance its work better between study 
and action on the ground, to become more self-reliant and focused, to prepare a SAP along the general lines 
prescribed by them, and to put the program into action without delay. 

1.43 The results of the preparation phase have been summarized in a Transboundary Diagnostic Analyis 
(TDAXTable 7), which has formed the basis for a draft SAP, prepared by EC-IFAS (Vol. II Part 11). A fmal version 



of the SAP, saWkctory to the Bank, would be approved by the IFAS Board as a condition of grant effectiveness. 
The main limes of the draft SAP are as follows: on the level of policies and overall objectives it accepts the four 
objectives of the ASBP as stated at its beginning. As we have scen in the preceding review of major problems and 
the history, this seems perfectly appropriate. As to strategy, the SAP divides time into the she* medium and long- 
term, defined as the periods h n  199811999 through 200112, f h m  2062 through 2010, and h 201 1 through 
2040. It does not specify strategies and actions for the last two periods, this is understandable given that it had to be 
pnparedundertimeprrssunbyff ie new EC 
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: advance (b) push for results in the sense of visible action on the ground and of effective 
strategy and action program side; 

IS on the policy, 

(c) development of common national and regional policies, strategies and action programs for water and 
enviro~lental management which would allow improved agreements between the States, and regionally 
cohesive national water and ewironment policies, strategies and action as well as investment programs 
at national level, which facilitate the introduction of market mechanisms, such as water charges, to 
ensure the rational allocation of resources; and 

(d) outreach to the general public, explaining the Aral Sea Basin issues and preparing the psycho-social 
preconditions for action. Outreach would be in a variety of forms such as public i n f o d o n  campaigns, 
participation of users and suppliers of water and of NGOs in the design and implementation of programs 
etc. Outreach would also engage the outside world through focused contacts with the press, as well as 
the intellectual and the aid communities. 

1.45 The four dircctivt 
stabilizing the envlrona 

I applied to the three thematic objectii 
it An11 Sea Basin the cmsqucnce is: 
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(a) focus on the can issue of d n h t i o n ,  placing water pollution by chemic agriculture and 
industry in second rank C o n c e n ~ o n  would be on water conservation wit1 ninary target of 
savings of IS percent over the 1998 level. Key leverage points would be impmvcmcnts: (i) in public 

veness about the causes of the ASBP problems and a change in behavior of the water users towards 
a conservation; the installation of basic and trustworthy capacity to monitor water flow and 
llity between States; (iii) improvements in water sharing between States with a view towards the 

environment; and (iv) the better understanding of leverage points for salinity control; 
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@) visible results will be: (i) the above reduction in water use; @) field-tested low-cost soluti011s far salinity 
conml; ( i  the monitoring installations; (iv) respective proposals for regional and national policies and 
strategies; (v) better interstate agreements on water sharing and quality; (vi) increased investment in the 
water sector; and (viii lower salinity levels in rivers; and 

(c) good  resenta at ions of the above in an a~~ro~r ia te lv  modified manner would feature in investment action 
pro 
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(a) focus on (i) correcting the blurred and politically dangerous vision about the possibilities of restoring the 
Aral Sea; (hi assistance to national governments through mobilizing donor funds for the implementation 
of projects started or prepared during the preparation phase and their expansion; for example, wetlands 
dcvelopmefi re-fo~cstation, special economic strategies etc.; (iii) elaboration of project proposals for 
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(b) visible results would be mainly: (i) the implementation of the wetlands restoration project under the 
project (para 2.18); @) the design and start of other wetlands projects; with proven results in 



biodiversity amsendon and better and sustained incomes of the population; (iiii better project 
proposalq (iv) increased and mom efficient investment by donors in the disaster zone; and 

(c) again, good presentation of the above in an appropriately modified maMer would serve as investment 
for State! 
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(a) rocus on: (1) improvea mtcrstate agreements on sucn paramount issues as reauctlon of water use with a 
view of reducing soil, ground water and river sal&a.tion (para 1.1 O), increasing the volume and quality 
of water for environmental uses, such as instream use and restoring the environment of the river deltas; 
improving the seasonal management of water resources and cost sharing of infhstructure; and 
improving water quality in the rivers, with reduced salinity the key indicator, and (ii) eliminating 
co&ts for investment through measures such as completion of dam safety assessments (para 1.18) 
and initiating corrective action on dam safety (para 2.14) as well as preparation of national policies, 
plans and action program plans for investment in the water sector, in general, and f :nance and 
improvement of higation, drainage and storage hhstructure, in particular (para 2.7 
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&\ Visible results would be: for ( i )  agreements or agreed documents with feasible scenarios for decision 
y the governments/parliama he start of 
: action and strategic plans fi wal plans; 

wu ~ ~ r ~ a s e d  investment itself; 

(c) and (d)would be in analogy to the same in paras 1.45 and 1.46 above. 
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1.48 The SAP does not apply the d i v e s  to the institutional objectives of the ASBP, nor does it present a 
complete pictun of all the ASBP measures and financing. It focuses rather on the immdite environment of the 
ASBP objectives of stabilizing the environment of the Aral Sea Basin, of improving lransbouadary water 
managment and of the present GEF supported project. 'Ihis reflects the reality that the level of formal programming 
of the whole ASBP is still relatively modest This can be explained by the fact that the new EC-IFAS is still settling 
in and must be rather economical in using its, mostly new, manpower resources. EC-IFAS manpower in reporting 
and planning is particularly weak; the UNDP capacity building project, which would address the issue, is just 
getting underway. ECIFAS focused its human resources on the immediate priority needs. which in this case is to 
gel vironmeni r anh ~ n 1  
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SAP only 
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focuses l .. .. . 1.4 ma, the on the GI the ASBP. 
On one nana tm n due to the awve ~lrmtea rormulation or ule whole ASBC on me otner ~t mlem fmancial 
reality. 'Ibe fact is that the States have earmarked funds for the ASBP in their 1998 national budgets m a global 
manner (para 1.26), but they resave themselves the rigbt to decide on the exact use of the funds. In their minds, the 
funds are essentially earmarked for national concerns related to the ASBP such as the rehabilitation of their 
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1 .SO This proposed project dates back to the beginning a e GEF pr le grant of 
$500,000 (para 1.36) in 1994. Reparation, planned to be finished by ma cud of 1995, was uc~uycu luung with the 
preparation phase of the ASBP (para 1.24) but resulted in a set of reports laying out the main issues in water 
quantity and quality management and a work pro- for their resolution (Volume II, Part IV).. 'Ihmgs accelerated 
in 1997. In March 1997 the GEF Board approved a grant of USS12 million for the project 'Ibis occumd more or 
less simultaneously to the establishment of the new EC-IFAS (para 1.26). It took some time before both parties wen 
synchronized ASBP responsibility within the Bank was transfmd to Tashkent in mid-1997 allowing a more 
intimate interaction between the Bank and the new EC-IFAS. In October 1997, components and content wen 
prioritized on a principle level. In December 1997, an EC-IFAS mission to Washington, Amsterdam and Brussels 
deepened project content and donor support. Since then, both sides have been working together on a daily basis to 
prepare the documentation, while solving many detail issues. ?he present report is a Bank report; its contents have 
been reviewed by and agreed with the client in substance. 



1.51 Consfdemtion of AlttrnativcsY. Many alternatives wen discussed and choices had to be made. Howwer, 
them was a solid common base for discussion with two pillars. The first pillar was staying within the four objectivts 
of the ASBP (para 1.24) and applying the four main dimdives of the SAP (para 1.44). The second pillar was staying 
within the ihmewd of what GEF funds could support, meaning strong focus on sustainability, regional water 
management and biodiversity consewation. 
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1.52 Most of the discussion w albmativcs focused on eight areas as follows. 

(a) National versus rqgional activities. Success of the project depends on stronl hip by national 
states (paras 1.26 and 238). Four instruments wen used to achieve such ownership: (a) founding 
regional strategic work, such as mponent A, on iq the national level; (b) devoting a 
substantial share of project fund! ,d level action (by I national territories); (c) Mtuting 
responsibility as well as control I project elements I el governments rather than by the 
regional EC-IFAS; and (d) whe hnically possible, providing equal finance shares for the five 
States. 

(b) Ground level action versus strategic or preparatory work. '2he question was, what to do with the limited 
~unt of project fun( I of such a huge need for ground action (paras 1.20 and 133) and the 
lest of the Heads I for a short-term balance between ground action and strategic and 

. . ~iuatory work. It w IS that the scarce GEF project fun& would be best used for leveraging 
increased investment by the public sector, the private sector and the donors. A fifly-fifly balance in 
allocation of project funds emerged finally. Key ground level action elements are: Component D, 
(Transboundary Water Monitoring, para 2.15), Component E (Wetland Restoration, para 2.18), 
substantive parts of Component C @am Safely; para 2.14) and component A2 (Participation in Water 
Conservation; para 2.10). Key study and preparatory elements are contained in component A.1 (para 
2.7) and component F (Project Management Support, para 2.19). 

(c) Water maaagement and biodiversity msus poverty alleviation After the Almaty Conference, (para 
1.26) and the strong message from the five heads of State to cantriite to short-tmn poverty alleviation, 
EC-IFAS sought, during 1997, to irwert poverty alleviation elements into the project. The discussion 
ended with short-term poverty objective3 being addressed under the wcth& biodiversity element of the 
project (para 2.18) and EGIFAS using instruments other than the project funded by sustainability 
focused GEF funds to address its short-tmn poverty alleviation objective. Both sides were in accord that 
the sustainability focus of the project would ultimately translate itself into poverty alleviat;m- 

(d) Water versus salinity. The fact that diization is tfie con Mity issue was a Y all 
However, indepth discussion was required to sort out quc mut the adequacy resent 
knowledge base for formulating a consistent water cum sahlty mtegy. Considering me large funds 
already spent on dyt i ca l  work during the preparation phase of the ASBP, there was doubt about the 
need to allocate substantive project funds for W e r  analytical studies on salinity issues. A compromise 
was arrived at in Component Al; this is a manifestation of the realization that water issues cannot be 
divorced from salinity issues (para 1.12). 

(e) Location of action for biodiversity conservation. It was clear that the project would have to focus on 
wetlands in o!near the deltas. However, a choice had to be made between the Syr-Darya and the Amu- 
Darya deltas. Since a larger project was under preparation for the Syr Darya delta in Kazak&ml: it was 

To understand the discussion of altanatives it is advisable to read the project description (para 2 3  and following). The 
project has six components as follows: Water and Salt Management (prepares for the ASBP the integrated policy, strategy 
and d o n  program base); Public Awareness (sensitize the general public to conserve d c r  and to accept burdensome 
political decisions); Dam and Reservoir Management (completes the independent dam safety assessment, improves dam 
safety, addresses sedimentation aad prepares investment plans); Transboundary Wata Monitoring (creates he basic physical 
capacity to monitor transboundary water flows and quality); Wetlands Restoration (rehabilitates a wetland area near the Amu 
Darya delta and contributes to global biodiversity conservation and an increase in local incomes); and Project Management 
Support (enables EC-IFAS to implement the project). 

'"e Northern Aral Sea Roject 



decided to ~~llccntrata effort and scarce project fimds on the Amu Darya Delta, which had great 
biodiversity potential but no fitnding for a largo project in the immediate pipeline parti 128). 

1 was nec 
soma 25. 

(0 Foreign consultant costs. Notwithstanding the need for foreign expertise, its cost had to be i 
para 238). Long b d  precise discussion on each foreign consultant positio~ essary to arrive at a 
ational use of funds. 'Ihe share of funds for foreign consultants is, with .30 percent of total 

project costs, still considerable. 

(g) Pilot projects versus public participation in water conservation. II ilot projects were considered 
essential to demonstrate and support acceptance of strategies de lnder the project. Moreover, 
they had the attraction of constituting visible ground action at th d level. However, they were 
oncqmally difficult, of doubtful sustainability and their ground level effects were limited to a small 
ma. Out of this dilemma grew the concept of a public awareness campaign based on rwl life success 
toria under component Bn. 
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(h) Technology choices. On these, the major decisions needed to be made in component D and Component 
E For Component D, Transboundary Water Monitoring, the choice was between scientific instruments 
independent h m  grid electricity but limited in analysis / recording capacity and more modern 
: h n i c  logghg systems and equipment with p a t e r  capacity. ?be more modern, battery driven 
quipment was chosen, taking into account the local maintenance capacity. For Component E, the 
:hoke was between comt~cting infiastmcture with the technology chosen by the contractor or 

mposing restrictions in favor of the local population. It was decided that the selection of the contracton 
d l  favor firms demonstrating high use of local resources, manpower and o 

1.51 _ of Project Preparation. 'Ihe project is fully prepared (set VoL 11). Preparuuon w l l ~  a wilaborative 
effort between the Bank and the EC-IFAS team, with both sides having to make compromises. As the project 
evolved, the Chairman of EC-IFAS cleared principal features, such as components and sub-components as well as 
project management and financing, with the president and members of the IFAS Board. A decision meeting, held 
on March 30,1998 and chaired by the Director of the responsible Country Department of the Bank's Europe and 
Central Asia Region, cleared appraisal and negotiatiom in the field. 

1.54 Draft final tums of rcfennces are'available for d l  major consultant assignments, such as unacr components 
Al, A2, B, D and E; they npresent a value of USSl1 million or 97 percent of all pun consultant expenditure or 52 
percent of total project wsts. Outline descriptions of all major equipment procurement such as under Components 
C, D and E figure in the component dMptions and the cost-tables. '&ey cover a value of US$3.85 million or 93 
percent of all equipment procured under the project or 18 percent of total project costs. For civil works, under 
components E, D and C, representing US3.43 million or 17 percent of total project costs, the basic parameten have 
been established; detailed design will precede implementation. A Draft SAP of the ASBP and a detailed Project 
Implementation Plan BW are also available. 
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2.1 Tht objective of the project is to address the root causes ot me overuse and aegraadon or me international 
waters of the Aral Sea Basin by assisting the Central Asian States in implementing the Strategic Action Program. 
After the ASBP's analytical and preparatory phase, this next phase is to stimulate and achieve substantive and 
concrete progress towards the four objectives of the ASBP of: (a) stabitking the environment; (b) rehabilitating the 
disaster zone around the Sea; (c) improving the management of the i ~ a l  watm building the 
capacity of the regional institutio~~s (para 1.23). 

1; and (d) 

'LA C--.-. 2.2 I .  line with the mandate of the main funding source of the project, mc ud, the projccr rmuscs on the core 
ASBP objectivtstsof (a) stabilizing the environment and (c) improving the management of the intcmational waters. 
The project constitutes in itself the core of the ASBP's program of action in these two areas. 'Ihe project will also 
contniute to the two other ASBP objectives. In substance and focus, these will, however, be pursued by EC-IFAS 
with other instruments such as assistance to national governments in the rehabilitation of the disaster zone (para 
1.45) and capacity building with the help of UNDP (para 1.47 and Vol. II Part IV) and others. 

U The objective of the ASBP in environmental stabiition and management of international waters for the 
next four and a half years are those stated in paras 1.45 and 1.47 above and an in essence twofold: (a) to start 
effectively to reduce water consumption in the productive sectors, mainly in irrigation, in favor of increased 
sustaiaabiW IFAS is cmeckd to set itself a target of at least a IS percent reduction of water use by the end of the 
next pl the water sector by 'ate sectors as 
well a tting. 
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. .  ~ - ~ ~~ ~ 2.4 To achieve the objective, the nsBr 111renas to ereate a common policy, strategy ana acuon program base and 
framework for political decision making, including adequate interstate agreements on water and environmental 
management, and to implement a number of measures supporting such decision making and facilitating investments. 

B. Project Description 

2.5 The project constitutes the main tool of the ASBP and EC-IFAS to create the above common policy, strategy 
and action program base. It is packaged into one lead and five support components as followsn: 

(a) Water and Sa 
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(c). Dam and Reservoir Management; it will complete t h ~  uucp=lident dam safety assessment, immve dam 
safety, address sedimentation and prepare invtstment plans; 

(d) Transboundary Water Monitoring; it will create the basic physical capacity to monitor 6 
water flows and quality- 

(e) Wetlands Restoration; : 
global biodiversity cons 
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'' Detailed descriptions of the components appear in Vol. I1 Part I. 
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(0 Project Management Support; it will enable EGIFAS to. implement the project. 

2.6 Water and Salt Management (Component A) (USS6.3 million or 30 percent of total cost) is the lead 
component 'Ihe other components will support it one way or another. Component A is the main vehicle for 
implementing the SAP (para. 1.43), through two sub-components: AX-National and Regional Water and Salt 
Management (USS5.3 million) and A.2-Participation in Water Conservation. (US$I.O million). 

2.7 Sub-component Al-Ndonal and Regional Water and Salt Management will prepare, over a period of four 
years, the kunework for interstate agreements for improved regional water and salt management (paras 1.17, 1.47 
and 2.8'). The sub-component will prepan: 

(a) fix the regional level, the decision scenarios which would satisfy the various demands on water 
including those h m  the environment. These scenarios would enable political decision-makers to reach 
agreements for improved water and salt management. Such agreements would become possible during 
the project period, if the political level would follow. 

I for the national level wz 
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(a) hannonization of national and common regional interests, with emphasis on national commitments (para 
1.30). Work at the national level will have to follow a core common framework that can be aggregated 
to the regional level. An iterative process of national and regional analysis and proposals, of reviews and 
decision-making is expected to lead towards an integrated set of compatible national and regional 
policies, strategies and action programs. 'Ihe resulting counry commitments would be included in an 
Updated Strategic Action Program for water and salt management in the basin that might extend 5 to 10 
Y m ;  
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(b) improvement or the knowledge bz a level sufficient for well-founded choices on 
inkgntcd water and salt management. ~llls WII, 111 essence, consist of a technical and economic 

on land, river and groundwater salir\iw for the whole basin latual and 
bncs (para 1.13); 

tr;l cmpnasl~ on warn conservation (para 1-12), with a target of reducing withdrawals Or warcr  or bigation 
by 15% over the project period, thus reducing salinity and releasing the water saved for improving 
instream environmental uses and the quality of the river deltas and making feasible proposed new 
interstate water sharing agreements (para 2.8'): 
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2.8' Interstate Agreements. The need to avoid conflict over water through strengthened interstate agreements was 
noted as a key objective of the ASBP in para 1.17. Work is currently underway in two areas: a revised 
interstate water sharing agreement, which would increase the share of water for environmental uses and provide 
a mechanism for dispute rcolution (funded by EU-TACIS) is progressing towards final negotiation; and, work 
on the principles of.operation of Toktagul reservoir (including casb compensation and dispute resolution 
mechanisms), for which a famework agmrnent was signed on March 17, 1998 by the Kyrgyz Republic, 
-tan and Uzbekistan, following support &om USAID. It is expected that the Updated SAP @ara 2.8(a)) 
will provide the basis for further agreements, especially in the water quality area As support fkom the EU and 
USAID is expected to continue, development of interstate agreements has not been included as a project 
component. 

2.9 The sub-component will fmance, under one consultant umbrella, a team of foreign and local consultants 
operating on the regional level (USS3.9 million) and five national teams (USSI.4 million in five equal shares). The 
regional team will concentrate, in collaboration with the national teams, on methodology, modeling, overall 
planning as well as basic salinity specific work, and prepare regional reports as well as the final integrated reports; it 
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2.10 Sub-componentA.2-Partlcfpcrton in W e  Comen,don (USSl.0 million) will be implemented during 1999 
through 2002. Its objective is to incite waters users and providers to participate in the gc11don and 
implementation of ideas for low-cost water amsewation measares and their practical application at a pilot level. 
Conceived as a grassmots participation in water saving instead of state-led pilot operations (para 132, g), the results 
will be monitored and fed back into the regional and national strategy work under Al; thus it will help improve the 
realism of recommendations made under A1 and their acceptance by policy makers. Additional co-finance is being 
sought to expand pilot effort in on-farm water conservation. 

2.1 1 Chcial features of the sub-component an: 

(a) launching a scheme of a limited number of small compctiti~~ uwalrds for dcmumuukd substantial 
reductions in water use without a decline in production; it would be operated in each State over a period 
of three and a half years. The awards will go to selected water users, such as small individual farms as 
well and as larger fann groups, and to district level water supply agencies. Selection will be in two steps, 
pre-selection and final selection. In the pre-selection stage participants will be screened for originality 
and feasibility of proposals. In the fmal selection stage a limited number of participants will be 
monitored and the winners selected. The cash awards are designed to compensate for a small part of the 
costs incurred by the participants in achieving water savings. Ihe awards themselves an estimated to 
cost less than USS36,OOO per yead state or US$540,000 for all states over the whole project period. . 

Awards will be in the order of USSSOO for individual fanns and US$5000 for large fivm groups and 
water supply agencies; 

(b) monitoring of various ~ ~ C C  indicators of each water saving hithtive and feedback to national 
and regional services as well as to sub-component Al. A regional consultaut firm would provide 
monitoring and analysis. 'Ihe regional and national teams under A1 would pick up lessons lamed, in 
particular field proven low cost water saving measures; 

(c) tmsparency in award allocation through national panels comprising one rcprcscnmuvt~ each fiom 
Govc Jniversities, NGOs and dona 

2.12 Public Al (Componenl B) (USS3.1 n 15 percent of total cost). ' rould 
corlsist of a publk~ uwarcness campaign to: (a) sensith UIW E ~ ~ e r a l  public, the irrigation W~WX U S ~ C J  wu p ~ v i d ~  
in particular, to the key issues and strategies of the ASBP and to the need to save water and to act in common (paras 
1.23 and 1.45); this would also stimulate and facilitate rcspcdivt political action; and @) incite behavioral change 
among water users, which would lead to a reduction in water consumption in the order of 5-10 percent at the end of 
the campaign in : 
2.13 Key f e w  

2002. 
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(a) the puo~ic awareness campgn m cover tne rive GA state, our aaapt confern ana mtruments to the 
particular conditions in each State; 

(b) it will be developed and lead by a specialized consultant firm selected macr wmpetitive conditions; 

(c) development i f  an appropriate co-mication strategy will be crucial. It will follow the classical steps 
of adequate u p h n t  thematic research, target group identification and selection of appropriate 
communication instruments. Up to 20 percent of the available fimds will be devoted to the dctail design 
stage once the fixm has been selected; 

(d) campaign messages would rely on real live examples of water saving chosen h m  existing cases; if 
available in time and found suitable by the consultant, examples initiated under the A2 sub-component 
could be drawn-upon; 

(e) monitoring f h m  a baseline will ensure comctive action during implementation and measurement of 
behavioral change and impact on water conservation; and 



(0 advisory committees with rcprcsmtalivu fiom the water and communication sectors in the States and 
h m  the communication profession will assist EGIFAS in the selection of consultants and the 
communication strategy and the clearance of messages. 'Ibis is to insure commitment of the States and 
uldress concerns over the political implications of the campaign. 

2.1 and Reservoir Management (Component C) (USS2.6 million or 12 percent of total cost); 
complemenring parallel work on memoir operations, funded by USAID (para 2.6), this activity will provide key 
inputs to ensure the -1ity of interstate water management hhslmctu~ x impediments for 
investment in improved interstate water management (paras 1.1 8 and 1.47) ar tional and regional 
proposals under component A. This component will fund: 
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of dams in the rq (a) the continuation of the already started safety assessment 
and local experts (USS80,OOO); 

(b) the ~pmadbg of monitoring and warning systems at selected dam sites on a pilot ba a total of 
I mg training in latest developments in risk management and safet ring. 'Ihe 
c mated at USS1.55 Million, with USS1.1 Million for equipmen : rest for 
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2.15 Trrmsbomday Water ~ o n i t o r k ~  (Component D) (USS3.5 million or 16 1 >st). This 
component will create a basic capacity to monitor transboundary water flows and qualitJ blishmeat 
of such a capacity, management of regional water flows is v a v  dift"icult and ~ ~ U U K G I U G I I K  UL WW quality 
impossible (para 1.17 and 1.47). Acti~ 1 under 1 & d v e  
agreements on regional water managema Compont 
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2.16 The component will h d :  

(a) purchase and installation of water flow and quality monitoring equipment i ial locations at the 
borders of the five States.? To measure water flow, the core equipment s s  onsist of a battery 
driven automatic water level recorder with electronic logger and water flow meters, operated h m  boats. 
Ihe boats (or barges) would be operated h r n  cable stations in the locations whm the wide Amu Darya 
nnstiMes a s a f '  hazard. For water quality measuring, the stations would be equipped with battery 
driven water quality meastning devices; they would record tbe essential data for measuring salinity and 
oxygen level as indicator for pollution from organic compounds. The necessary operational tools such as 
transmitters ctc. would also be supplied. Total equipment cost is USa.1 million for the five States. Civil 
works with a cost of USS570,OOO would be funded by the States and comprise the base structure of the 
cable statit port structures, landing sites ehabilitati lstruction 
of minima 
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@) technical training r i ~  smtion operators, in liaison with tne swiss ~1-ecnnica1 Assistance q e c t  to the 
Jzbckistan Hydro-Meteorological Service; this will cost US$270,000; and 

mprovements in data management ia the national centen and its transmission among the States, 
Including regional organizations such as the BWOs, and support to the national services during the 
installation phase; this will cost USS36 

Two dams in each state excluding Tajikistan where one dam is addressed and a separate program is foreseen for Lalcc S a n z  
'' There are no known measuring stations in operation on the Afghan side. It is possible, however, to roughly estimate the 

Afghan flow into the Arnu Darya from an existing measurement station in Uzbekistan at Kalry. Under this project a new 
measuring station on the Upper Amu Darya in Tajikistan will permit greater accuracy in measuring the flow from 
Afghanistan, 
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2.17 Ild be part of the national hyaro-mcu d services. Neither usen nor, suppliers or 
polluten or warn, mwe services are unbiased and trustworthy. ~ n c y  wdI provide the data to interested parties such 
as the national water agencies as well as the BWOs. If needed EC-IFAS will assure budgetary support for recumnt 
costs (operation, cousumablcs and mahtamce) of the stations for countries with chronic budget problems such as 
the Kyrgyz Republic and Tajikistan (para 3.2). 

2.18 Wetlands Restoration (Component E) (USS3.9 million or 18 percent of the total cost). The ( kt will 
h n c e  the implementation of a wetland restoration project in and around the Sudoche Lake in the nc n Part 
of Uzbekistan's Karakalpakstan province close to the Amu Darya delta (paras 1.28.1.33 and 1.46). L che is 
proposed by Uzbekistan to be recognized as a RAMSAR sitem. The project is self-contained with its own benefits in 
biodiversity consmation, and income generation. The biodiversity gains will be in form of providing staging 
grounds for many bird, notably the threatened species such as the Marbled Teal and White-headed Duck. 'The 
project constitutes a pilot project for similar larger investments in wetlands development in and near the deltas. 
Application of experiences gained under it will reinforce the realism of the national and regional policy strategies 
and action program under component A, particularly with respect to biodiversity consewation and rehabilitation of 
the disaster zones. l'his component will fmance: 

(a) the development of infrastructrrre to render the lake itself sustainable, at a cost of USS1.9 million. The 
inbstmcturc wiU consist of a series of low earthen dams completing a natural barrier against the dry 
'-4 of the Aral Sea and a water nrmlator in the banier. This will allow the regulation of lake level and 

:. The lake, now fc drainage water just sufllcient to keep it at a m level, 
uld be flushed and water available during the auhunn and winta , 'Ihis 

wvuld result in l ~ f i m ~  W S I I I ~ I ~ ~  (UIU raising oxygen levels of the lake, thus in~kuurv  IJ bio- 
productivity. This in hun would provide, ( i )  improved environmental conditions and fe pacity 
for enciaagered migrating birds which use the lake as a staging ground and (i.) i m p  les of 
impoverished local residents from livestock, fisheries and controlled hmting and gatherin 

(b) ancillary idhstructurc in the f m  of improved d access to the lake for project deveIopmen& 
improved supavision and a pumping station on a nearby collective farm to counter potential drainage 
problems caused by the rising lake level will cost USS1.2 million; 

(c) project management, based in Kamkalpakstan. This will supervise the project and include preparation 
and implementation of a lake management plan, including management of water, hunting and fishing. 
me local population would have increased responsibility and participation in resources management as 

U as incomes, which c m t l !  wed off by outside! ~t to USS190,OOO; and 

nitoring of impact of projecl s on biology as we nd shucture of the local 
-iay would provide lessons f ~ l   red red natural resoutct~ LLI-KGUGU CUVIXQ~ the lake and similar 
future projects. Its cost will be UW60,OW. 
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2.19 Project Management Support Component (Component r )  (ussi.9 mlu m e n t  of total cost) is a 
pare project support element enabling EC-IFAS to implement the projet% It will create and support the operation of 
a Project Management and Coordination Unit (PMCU), which is to be dismantled at the end of the project or, 
depending on the c i r c ~ c e s ,  to be continued in a modified mauncr to support EC-EAS activities in the 
f-11-wing phase. The component will fmce overall project management, component management as well as 

ical assistance in such areas as general management practices, procurement and accounting. The component 
lave links to the UNDP supported Capacity Building Project and, by on its TA resources, with the WARMAP 2 

,,a w , c X  

2.19' Associated Investments. In order to recognise the impact of the GEF grant on total investments in improved 
water management, selected, related near-term Bank projects in irrigation and drainage improvement have been 

RAMSAR is the name place where the "Convention on Wetlands of International Importance especially as Waterfowls 
Habitat" has been signed. The Convcntig normally called the RAMSAR convention, foresecs that each signatory 
designates one site as Wetland of intrmational importsnce. 
The rcquiranents an: 300 million mlof fksh water in a bad year and 600 million m' in a good year during the autumn and 
winter seasons (see para 3.2). 

a Recurrmt operation and maintenance costs of the infiastncturc will amount to about US$67,000 a year. 



included in the cast tablo. These projects, in K8zakbstan, Kyrgyz Republic and (pmpdwly)  in 
Uzbekistan, aim to improve water use d6cicncy and the productivity of irrigated agriculture (Table 3). Otfier 
projects in the Bank's pmgram, as well as those of other donors, would increase the inveslment total by at least 
$200 million Water saved through improved water management under Bank investment projects would be allocated 
for sustaining the water environment. 

220 Implemmtation plan & (see VOL II ~n I) pmwaes a aecmw ascuss1on or po)ar msrr, -smg 
pKmvement arrangements, the organidon of project implementation, procurement, disbursement, reporting 
requirements, auditing and project supervision. ?he PIP includes the accompanying tables, schedules and 
appendices. A summary is provided below. 

s and F ~ I  

221 ?he row cosr or m e  projcc~, mc~uamg near-tam associated  ban^ mvesrmcnr, m lmprovca water 
management (para 2.19') and an allowance far physical and price contingencies of USb0.9 million, is estimated at 
USS86.4 million. US!§ 63.7 million or 74 percent teptesents the foreign exchange component (Table 3 in the Annex 
of Tables). The cost estimates were prepared by consultants and reviewed during prc-appraisal The estimated cost 
per component is in Tabb 3 in the Annex of Tables. Prices, including local costs, have been calculated 
in US, because calculation in five different national currencies with high inflation rates would have been too 
complicated. Price contingencies are based on an average estimated, international inflation rate of 2.8 percent per 
year during the duration of the project It is also assumed that the exchange rates will, on average, maintain 
purchasing power parity during the project implementation period. Price contingencies on the local costs (expressed 
in US$) an based on the same foreign inflation rate. Physical contingencies of 10 percent for civil woks and 
equipment were included. Base costs are expressed in April 1998 prices. 

2.22 Table 3 in the AMex of Tables also sets out the project fhaucing plan. A GEF grant of U S 1 2 2  million is 
recommended for the proposed project. This would provide about 14 percent of total project costs. 'Zhe five Central 
Asian Republics would ~ C C  US$23.7 million or 27 percent of total project costs. Additional grants would be 
provided under their respccdve term by the Netherlands, SIDA and the European Union's TACIS. GencralIy, there 
are no taxes included because IFAS (the implementation agency) has tax exempt status. Implicit taxes on local 
salaries have, however, been included in an indicative manner. 
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223 ~ n e  proposa pmject IS an mtemamonlu warm project with a oioaiversity component. It is an "Integrated 
Land and Water Multiple Focal Area Operational Program" as discussed in the October 1995 GEF Operational 
Strategy. Its activities fall within the category of the "Intcmational Waters Operational Programsw. 'Ihe proposed 
Wetlands Restoration activity also directly supports biodiversity, given that the Lake Sudoche area is one of the 
official wetlands of L e  Amu Darya (proposed by Uzbekistan as a RAMS1 htim will provide 
habitat to several globally threatened bird species as well as serving as r for fhrthcr wetland 
restoration in the delta areas. 
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(b) Severity. If nothing is done, the Msustainable use of land and water resources in the Aral Sea basin will 
lead to greater economic losses, especially in agriculture and drinking water suppIy in the downstream 
areas, and perpetuate unsustainable economic development in the Aral Sea basis as a whole. Local 
incomes in the Amu Darya delta will continue to decline, bringing increased hardship. The eventual 
consequences would be social degradation and ecological devastation. The habitat of several globally 
endangered species (such as the Marbled Teal and the White-headed Duck) would disappear, as the 
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(c) IrreyssibilUy. mere is hop0 that damage to incomes and human health, degdation of river and 
groundwater and of agricultural and wetlands the in the basin can be partly or fully reversed through 
activities initiated under this project Several globally thatcued fish and bid species would be 
protected by activities under this project, along with several other animals on the UzbekistadUSSR Red 
List of threatened species; 

(d) Leveraging of Other AssMcmce. GEF support is expected to directly lever a substantial volume of other 
donor support fiom EU / TACIS, Dutch, and Swedish agencies. 'Lhrough the project's focus on 
preparing the conditions for investment included under components A, C, and E, it is expected to 
catalyze substantial external support for investments in the water sector. However, it must be 
emphasised that these investments will remain as modest rehabilitation efforts unless and until pro, 
is made in resolving the issues of inkstab water management that are at the heart ofthe project; 

(e) Capmi@ Building. The preparation of the project itself has had a major capacity building effect on EC- 
IFAS, on associated institutions such as SIGICWC or the BWOs on regional level or the Hydromets, 
the water ministries or agencies, the dam authorities and the Karakalpakstan agencies, on national level. 
For the first time, they were exposed to the rigors of project preparation under Bank auspices. Project 
implementation will also have a major capacity building effect through 'learning by doing' and thr 
multiple built-in capacity building elements such as the project management support compo 
improvements in management of the institutions involved in the various component and specific tm 
and informatian elements; 

Commonali~. The obsaved problems of the region are on tatrend 
worldwide, especially around enclosed water bodies and ia -1-ma reglorn sucn as u k e  Chad 
Okovauga Lkl@ the Murray-Darling Basin, the Indus Basin and the western United States. R 
activities could have important demomtmtim b e n d  for other water-scarce regions and serve 
model framework for trans-national river basin mauagement 'Ihe accumulated experience could be 
as an example for international and regional cooperation in rehabilitating a damaged ecosystem as 
as practical water management in large water basins on a real-time basis; and 

(g) Comirtency with Natiod EnvironmentaI Action Plans (NEAPs). 'lhe Project is fdly cons-~ 
the NEAP prepared by the Kyrgyz Republic. It gives priority to natural resource consenation issu 
particularly regarding waters including the ASBP. The other nations do not yet have NEAPs, thou 
Uzbekistan and KazaMan initiated preparation of NEWS, with the assistance of the World Bank a 
the Asian Development Baak Funds are being sought to prepare NEAPs in the other basin States. - 
Uzbekistan NEAP gives top priority to safe water supply, meaning clean water of low Jalinity, the 
issue addressed by the project. 
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E. Project Implementation 

-1ne 
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x all 2.25 The Chairman of EGIFAS will have overall project coordination and imp11 ~ibility. Fc 
ASBP activities, he relies ~n the senrices available within the Executive Committee, in particular, a group o 
advisors fhm the States. To implement the project EC-IFAS will establish a Project Mmvgement und Coordim 
Unit (PMCU). A Project Director will head the PMCU. Except for Component Fs Project Mmgement S~up, 
which will be implemented by the PMCU itself, Component Management Units (CMUs) headed by a Compon~nt 
Director will manage the components. Staff of the PMCU will be selected competitively in the region. Key staff is 
cmcntly being selected on the basis of newspaper advertisements in the five States. 'Ihe PMCU will receive 
technical assistance fhm the EUrrACIS sources; TA will concentrate on the first years and comprise 46 man-month 
foreign experts mainly in procurement, accounts, management and water an d salt management. 
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2.26 National counterpart agencies (NCPAs) will collaborate with the PMCU and the CMUs in project . 
implementation. 'Ihe Incas for Component Al, will be national water miniies; for A2 selected Oblates, for B, 
national committees constituted from the water and communication sectors; for C, the national dam authorities; for 
D, the national hydro-meteorological services; and for E, the Government of Katakalpalcstan in Uzbekistan. 



. .. 
Component-specific agreements will stipulate their mutual rcspcmsibilities, inc1uding the fkilitatiug roles of the EG 
IFAS branches in the various States. Such agreements would be concluded prior to implementation and in line with 
the agreed component descriptio~u or Terms of Reference (TORs). NCPAs are involved in all project activities. 
Involvement can vary, however; in some instances only cluuimccs or decisions ate required, in others the NCPAs 
directly implement. Parts of the following components would be implemented by NCPk Component A2 
(Participation in Water C o n s d o n ) ;  Component C ( i t i o n  and operation of dam safety equipment and the 
selection national detail design teams); Component D (Civil works, installation and operation of water monitoring 
stations). A small PIU in Karakalpakstan will implement Component E, with the PMCU wviding finances, 
supervision and technical assistance. 
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" Procurement and Disbursement 
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2.Z I1 be the responsibility of the PMCU. It will h ~curement 
I offit ,. An experienced technical assistaut would support t h m  U W U ~  the first year when 
I 

I 
most procurement action is scheduled to take place. The CMUs would provide technical inputs to the PMCU for the 
preparation of bidding documents, such as letters of invitation etc. The CMUs in turn would coordinate with the 
NCPAs. The CMUs and, as required, the NCPAs, would participate in the selection and evaluation committees. A 
project launch workshop will be organized for the PMCU and the CMU staff will include training in procurement 
designed around the procurement arrangements for the project. 

2.28 The procurement of goods and works under the project would be conducted in accordance with the Bank's 
guidelines " Procurement under JBRD Loans and IDA CreditsLw. Tbe few elements not financed by the Bank would 
be procured in accordance with national regulations imposed on EC-IFAS or the c o h c i n g  institutions' 
procurement rcgulafions. In the case of mixed f-cing with Bank participation, the Bank's pmcumnent rules will 

. . be applied. A general procumneat notia was published in the Development Business of ?7 1998. 'lhe procurement 
of consultants would be conducted in 8ccordance with the "Guidelines- Selection of Consultants by World Bank 
borro~ers"~. The Standard Bidding Documents for goods, small works, and Letten of Invitation as well as 
Standard Fonn of Consultaut,' Contracts would be used. The PIP (VoL II Part II) includes a detailed procurement 
plan and the Procurement anaugements are shown in Table 4 

229 All International Competitive Bidding (ICB) contra  or gooas ana wc : be subject to the 
Bank's Prior review. All contracts for goods above US4uu,uw will be procured unaer IL~;  contracts under 
USS300,OOO through International Shopping (IS); and those under US$50,000 through National Shopping (NS). 
Local shopping would be used for operational costs. The project includes only one contract for civil works under 
Bank rules, i.e. the conlract for building the inihstructurc for Lake Sudochds. QCBS, Least Cost Method and Direct 
Contracting would be used for the select , The awards under Component A2 \ provided 
after the selection has been made by the a tees and clearance provided by the Ba 
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2.30 The first IS and NS contracts will arso be subject to the prior review of the Bank. All consultant contracts 
estimated to cost USS100,OOO or more for firms and USS50,OOO or more each for individuals will be reviewed by 
the Bank on a prior review basis. TORs for each consultant assignment regardless of the value, and qualification and 
experience of individual experts will be submitted for the Bank's prior review. All other contracts, not covered by 
para 2.29 or this para, will be subject to the post review in accordance with the guidelines. 

231 Project finances are expected to be disbursed over a period of four and a half years. The anticipated 
completion date is December 3 1,2002 and the closing date June 30,2003. Disbursements will follow normal World 
Bank and cofinancicrs' procedures and will be made against eligible expenditures 
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232 To facilitate disbursements, a Special Account for the GEF funds will be established by EC-WAS prior to 
grant effectiveness and maintai ompltio~ uld be drawn upor 
payments to contractors, suppli~ ; under th tion to the Special 
would be limited to US51 millia 
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. a Published in January 1995 and revised in January and August 1996 and Septcmbn 1997. 
Published January 1997, revised September 1997. 

" Procuremmt of otha civil works would follow local rules as they arc fully financed h m  local sources. 
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2.34 Statunents of Expmditura (SOEs) will be used for: (a) goods and colllnds costing less than US$300,000 
each; (b) consultant contracts with firms costing less that USS100,OOO each; and (c) with individuals costing 
US$S0,000 each. Full documentation in support of S O B  should be retained by EC-IFAS for at least two ye- after 
the closing date of the grant. 

G. Project Supervision 

2.35 The World Bank's Resident Mission in Uzbekistan will supervise the project on a continuing basis. The 
Resident Mission will ensure the participation of donor staff in supervision. Bank technical specialists h m  
headquatcrs will participate actively in supervision missions. These supervision missions will be fully coordinated 
with other project donors. Success in project implementation and results will be measured against performance 
indicators shown in the PIP. The project will be reviewed aunually. A completion mission is scheduled for calendar 
year 2003 to prepare an Implementation Completion Report. The supervision inputs and schedule of the Bank are 
detailed in the PIP. Some independent expert inputs into the annual reviews have been programmed under the 
"pool' heading the Project Management Component. 

2.36 EC-IFAS should have its accounts (including the project accounts, the operations of the special account, and 
the use of SOEs) audited annually by independent auditors acceptable to the Bank. The audited accounts, together 
with the auditors' statement should be forwarded to the Bank not later than six months after the end of its fncal 
year. 

stainability and Participr mtion 
~. . 

237 'Ihe project's pmjectw penormance regarding sustainability and participation is positive. Detail is shown in 
Table 4 in the h e x  of T ' - 

uons h 
238 The project design tries to apply the many lessans learned b m  the preparation phasc SBP as well as 
h m  the many water resources projects of the World Bank, Annex tables numben 5 and 6 s essons learned 
and how they were applied. Below the lessons learned under the ASBP are summarized: 

:oftheA 
ihow the 1 

(a) adequate program or 'project design (detailed plans; regular project reviews; clear financing lhmcw&, 
mix between study or strategy work and ground level action; link between the project and the political 
level as opposed to the academic level; good outreach and participatory elements; sectoral and regional 
balance in project staff. 
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(b) strang client commitm @=t w nd impla , even at high 
costs; cnhauced interest or acarcs mrougn  qua^ aatment a d  sysrcmatic efforts ana stages of consensus 
building; insistence on substantive fiancial contributions by the client); 

(c) solid institutions and management (regular meetings of supervisory bodies; ownemhip of regional 
~~~ - -  . ~ 

programs by the national states; clear inst without duplicatio~ lip of 
regional institutions; managers rather thar ,agerial positions; t nent; 
competition and consultants rather than fo~ rking groups.) 
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(d) rational use and integration of foreign consultants and clear rules for remuneration of local staff(balancc 
of project costs; ownership of output by client); and 

(e) adaptad011 to differences in culture and economic systems (multilingual stafT and consultants; b 
access to information; regular reviews and public participation against centralism and secrecy; clear 
d i c t i o n  between civil servants and consultants; assurances against weak performance of financial 
sector and currency controls; insistence on competitive procurement and strong governance). 



J. Project Benefita and Jastlllaation 
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239 ?be project will gmcratc major benefits md the comparison of costs and bendits rcwats high rates of retam. 
The main benefit will be major advances towards snstainabity of water and land management in the region; this 
will be also a contribution to maintenance of peace ;ion. Other benefits consist of increased safety of dams, 
increased biodiversity; increase q and i~ mgth of the ASBP, of EC-WAS and cooperating 
agencies. 

2.40 The major advatices towards sustainabiity of water and land in the region will be achieved through 

(a) the creation of an integrated, transparent and agreed Ihnework of national and regional policies, 
strategies and action programs for improved water and salinity management under Component A, with 
support h m  the other components. The result in the fonn of a regional and five national water and 
salinity management plans would be available at the end of the project; 

(b) the enhanced capability of improved intershtc agreements on water sharing between states and sectors, 
on water quality and salinity, on the seasonal management of water and on cost-sharing for water 
inhstruchxc. This capability would gradually rise in the course of the project as the process of joint 
decision making mder Component A deepens and advances over time; 

(c) the improved acceptance by the population in the region of dimcult reform measures, such as pricing 
and recovery of costs for water supply and disposal services, bureaucratic measures of water 
conservation, and interstate agreements associated with more sustainable water and land management. 
'Ibis is expected to be achieved mainly though Component B; 

(13) the acceleration and rise in level of investment in the water sector, in order to increase efficiency of 
water use and cope with the maintenance backlog. This would be made possible through the provision 
of a transparent and stable policy Ihncwork (and the initiation of reforms) by the water and salinity 
management plans under component A, by the dam rehabilitation plans under Component C and the 
practical lessons for wetlands and delta development under Component E. Investments are exptcted to 
rise fbm the private, public as well as donor side. During the project period they arc not expected to rise 
as a d i i  consequence h m  the plans under A, since the plans are scheduled to be completed only in 
the last project year. Conmiutions are, however, likely through spill over into and influence on the 
ongoing investment process#. Unda component E the results and substantive lessons would also only 
be available in the last year of the project. In the case of Component C, the plans are scheduled to be 
delivered in the third year of the project; 

(e) the effective start of reductions in water consumption and consequent improvements in river salinity and 
flow to the deltas and the Aral Sea through: (i) changes in behavior of water users under the public 
awareness campaign of Component B; and (ii) the gradual deepening and effectiveness of the process of 
reform, of changes in the incentives hncwork and of inter-state agreements. These reductions, 
measured against the baseline in 1998 will be limited, but visible and measurable; during the project 
period itself. IFAS targets for water consemition are expected to be 15 percent for the end of the project 
period. Component B is expected to contribute 5-10 percent; and 

(0 the creation of a physical capacity to monitor water flow and quality between states, as a precondition 
for monitoring the effect of changes in water use and compliance with interstate agreements; 
Component D will create this capacity. 

2.4 1 'Ibe other benefit9 are 

(a) increased dam safety by drawing attention to and installation of and training on early warning systems in 
nine dams and by developing an action plan for the Lake Sarez under Component C; 

(b) increased biodiversity as a result of component E (para 2.18); 

(c) increased incomes due to increased sustainability in water and land (para 2.40) or the reduction of 
damages due to salmization; and, in a direct manner under Component E, due to increased revenues 



in the i m ~  mediate v from livestock, fisheries and agriculture for about 2500 people living i icinity of lake 
Sudoche (VoL XI, Part I,.detail description of Wetland Rehabilitation). 

(d) last but not least, a strengthened ASBP, EGIFAS and national counterpart agencies. By cowring two 
core areas of the ASBP (paras 2 3  - 25) and by creating a strategy base for later ASBP phases, the 
project will c u n t r i i  to anchor the ASBP as a tool of the Central Asian States to solve their common 
wakr and environmental problems. The prepadon and implementation expdcna of the project will 
strengthen EC-IFAS (and the other agencies) and demonstrate its capacity to the donor community. 

2.42 Quantitative comparison of project costs and benefits, speculative in nature and only capable of indicating 
broad directions, was attempted in three ways, through: (a) GEF's incremental cost analysis; (b) far the Wetlands 
Restoration componenf a simple economic rate of return calculation; and (c) speculative calculations of present 
value and economic rate of return on the basis of benefits from damage reduction. 

2.43 The incremental cost and global environmental benefits analysis (Volume II, Part V) shows a USS17.8 
million diimnce between the cost of the base line scenario of USS3.4 million and of the GEF altcma!ive of 
USS21.2 million. This represents an incremental cost for achieving the global environmental benefits of reduced 
degradz and' of protection of biodiva exceeds the GEF contributic ;I22 
million. 

rsity, and In of USS 

2.44 'lnc c~onomw raa o r  rcMn calculation for the Wetlands Restoration Component shows that (a) benefits in 
the form of inmemental income for the local population are substantial; and @) the economic rate of rehun. would 
switch above the opportunity cost of capital, subject to global biodiversity benefits of the same size as the tangiile 
local benefits of US$?? per year would arise. 'Ihe biodiversity benefits are likely to exceed by far this switching 
amount 
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2.45 ' e benefits ved sustaiaability (para 2.40 
salinity. r vr urde, thm is llu ~ ~ u u ~ a t e  of US% billion mually (para 1.1 A,. r nc &st of the WAX ~WJCCL rcpm 
only 0.1 percent of the net present value of these estimated damages due to dinizationY. The economic rate of 
retun! on the project investment would be very attmctive, say 20 percent, if the project would generate mual 
benefits in the order of only USW million, as of the year 2003. Both comparisons show that even minor tangible 
benefits suffice to make the project economically justifiable. As the cxpeckd benef >stantial, 1 

must be that the project investment is money well spent. 
the umclu 

K. Project Risks 

2.46 The project hces seven main risks: the managerial capacity of EC-IFAS; potential dl ace of refonn; 
local funding; cost estimates for civil works; and unintended consequences. 

2.47 Managerial Capacity. 'Zhe biggest risk is that the coa of the odd 
slrain the nascent capacity of the new EC-IFAS. The challenges 

(a) the capacity of EGIFAS and the NCPAs to internalize the many innovations in the style of management 
underlying the donor conditionality (in procumnent, particularly of local consultants; in financial 
management; in transparency and democratic style of decision making; in delegation of responsibility to 
consultant# etc.; para 2.38). This conditionality is different h m  the bureaucratic traditions in which all 
EGIFAS staffevolved in the past. The EC-IFAS leadership is aware of this and is fully committed to 
accept it. However, clashes between the tradition and the innovations will be uaavoidable when it comes 
to the day to day business. To minimize this risk a less complex project with fewer components wuld 
have been formulated. However, this would have negated the reality of the complex issues to be 
addressed simultaneously. '2he instruments of choice for risk minimiion were therefore, (a) the 
creation of a strong PMCU, with well selected key s w ,  (b) the provision of technical assistance to the 
PMCU in sufficient quantity but not of a size that will suffocate ownership; (c) the use of internationally 
renowned and experienced fms for key components and large contract packages (example Al, B, E,) 
to ease management stress; (d) the programming of sufficient supervision capacity on the Bank side; it 

Damages due to saliization have b m  estimated at USf2 billion annually (para 1.11); discounted by the OCC of 12 percent 
the damages have a net present value of about USS15 billion. 



will have to be carcMy dosed in order not to stifle ownership of the project by E G W ,  (e) the 
programming of annual reviews to cmcct potential problems early on; and (d) close collaboration with 
the UNDP capacity building project. 

A' the hiatus in the project could arise fiom a change in the Presidency and the Chairmanship of the EG 
IFAS (para 125) in the first half of 1999. It could lead to delays in EGIFAS or weahess in political 
leadership and thus jeopardize the project This risk can be minimized by having, as is the case, the 
project well rooted in the various national Governments. Also assurances will be sought during 
negotiations that key PMCU staff would not change unless agreed with the Bank @ara 3.2); thus 
continuity would be assured. 
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2.48 Potential Disunity. To coordinate water and laud use in five diiennt countries, all with sovereign rights and 
interests, within the four and half yean period of the project, would be a major achievement Yet the likelihood of 
success is pahaps higher in Central Asia than elsewhere. Ihe project timing is oppomme. The present generation of 
political leaders and top bureaucrats in the region still know themselves personally Mrn years of common work 
under the Soviet Union. Also, t h m  is still a great sense of doing things in common. To further minimize this risk 
the project has build in many consensus building features described in para 132a. 

I 
2.49 Pace of Refom. Achieving major reductions in water use in irrigation and other "productive secton" in 
favor of the environment will depend to a large extent on the pace of macro-economic reforms in the countries and 
the associated incentives !huework for water saving and investments in the water sector. This has been taken into 
account in estimating the time h e  for the project Slower progress would tend to erode the commitment of all 
parties (states and donors) to lutions. 'Ihe Bank is addre P risk thr Counhy Assistance 
Strategies (para 1.37). 

230 h l  Funding. 'Ihm is some risk that, given the c conshints of the countries, countupart funds 
would not be available when needed. To minimize this - I seek assurances during negotiations about the 
availability of counterpart funds in convcrtiile c u m  ~ghout the project period and linking board 
presentation to their effective availability (para 3, " 

2.: rtended 4 uld roughly simulate a flood 
Ye delta, and nvironmental impacts such as 
the introduction of species, changes in water temper-, silt loading, loss of fish, etc., could have negative 
environmental consequences. The level of risk is uuknown. What is known, however, is that if nothing is done, 
Sudoche would become even more saline, the oxygen content of the waters would continue to drop, and the 
wetlands would lose much of its biodiversity and fuh life. 

2.52 Uncertnin Cost Estimates. There is some unccrtai~ the cost estimates for civil works as their design 
is not available yet and cost estimates are difficult due lbsence of a history of data competitive 
construction work. The risk is biggest under the Wetland Restoration component with a major civil works item of an 
estimated cost of USa.6 million. For the project as a whole, however, the risk is limited, as civil works only 
constitute USS3.4 million or 16 percent of total project cost. 'Ihe risk of an undcxdmation of costs is shared 
among EGIFAS and the Central Asian States for US$830,000 which they !hmce under the transboundary water 
monitoring and dam safety components and potential increases could be covered by them with relative ease. As to 
the civil works under the wetland component, to be financed by GEF and the Netherlands, project contingencies in 
the order of US$900,000 would be able to cope with a cost increase of 35 percent, which is unlikely. 
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2.53 Cofinaneing from Donors. At this stage the cofinancing h m  Donors musl idercd as uncertain. 
Cofmancing can only be considered as safe when respective agreements have bem siga geement exists with 
EU TACIS, but needs to be adapted. New agreements are required for the Dutch ma awedish contributions. 
'Iherefore respective assurances would be sought before appraisal and negotiations about the availability of such 
funds and effectiveness of the GEF grant would be linked to effectiveness of other donor agmments 



ARL 3ASIN PROGRM 
WATER AND ENVIRON~NTAL MANAGEMENT YKWJIK-I' 

IIL AGREEMENTS AND R E ~ U W N D A T ~ W N  

3.1 Before appraidnegotiati~ll~ EGIFA! 3 provide d the follc 

(a) Draft Strategic Action Program; 
(b) Assurances about fmancing of local counterpart funds ifom the CA State 
(c) Confinnation of respective budget allocations in 1998 ; 
(d) Proof of its capacity to handle unrestricted foreign exchange transactions - 
(e) Establishment of a PMCU, 
(0 Appointment of a Project D i r ,  
(g) Draft agmment with Karakalpaksti an for We sands Restoration 

3 2 During appraisalhegotiations agreement were sought on the following 

(a) Content of the Supplementary Volume II, in particular the Project Im tion Plan, tegic 
Action Program, as well as the Detail Descriptions and draft TORS of the mjex3 components and sub- 
components; 

(b) Draft GEF Grant Agreement; 
(c) Level of the advance to the GEF Special Account. 

3 3  During appmbalhegotiations fmuances were sought on the follow 

(a) Availability of cofinancing k tm Donors; 
@) Availability of CA funding, covering investment costs as well as recumem 

fimding of assets created by the project; 
(c) The establishment of adequate project accounts and their annual audits; 
(d) Preparation of semi-annual plans for project implementation; 
(e) Amrngements with national counterpart agencies (para 226); 
( f )  Minimum water supply in autumn1 winter to lake Sudoche (para 2.18); 
(g) Time and nature of reports; 
(h) Free Access to all information (para 2.38); 
(i) No change in PMCU structure or key staff without Bank concur 

IU and ma: mtenance 

3.4 The Condition of Board Presentation would be the establishment by EGIFAS of a Project Account (CA- 
Account) in convertible currency end the deposition of the fvst year contniution of CA h d s  in the account. 

3.5 Conditions of Effectiveness would be: 

(a) Cross-effectiveness with Swedish Government Contribution 
(b) Cross-effectiveness with Dutchfor establishment by Bank of a trust fund for managing Dutch Grant; 
(c) Cross-effectiveness with EU/TACIS (Contribution to Project Management and Dam Safety Component 

including prolongation WARMAP I1 contract); and 
(d) Establishment of a Project Special Account for Dutch funds (Dutch -Account). 
(e) Approval by the IFAS Board of a Strategic Action Pro ptable to the Bank. 

3.6 Recommendation. With the 
GEF grant of USS12.2 million. . 

above ag mments and cond 
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ARAL SEA BASIN PROGRAM 

WATER AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROJECT 

ANNEX OF TABLES 

Table 1: Central Asia: Selected Soci~Economie Indicators 
Populatio GDP ODP GNPI Agri lndumy Smiccs Agri In- Savias Conmmcr' 

GNP n mmgc bi l l i i  werage CaP arlhlre %age %age culhue merage mrye prices 
Millions Cap l i i  annual US$ annual 8vemga %age GDP GDP mrage annual amual %age 

1996 US$ growth ' 1996 growth annual GDP 1996 1996 annual growth growth change 
1996 1 Ya . 1996 gawth 1996 growth 1996 1996 1996 

9096 1996 19% - 
Kazi 16.7 1.310 I 0.0 21.0 0.0 62.4 3.9 -1.6 2 0  38.5 

~yrw KGP* 
A c 570 0.f 1.7 5.6 4 5  28.8 - 35.0 

Tajil 330 1 .! LO -5.0 -6.8 24.1 1.1 -3.t 1.5 419.6 

Turkn 992.0 

Total / Average 

orld Bank 



Table 2: Irrigated Areas and Water Use in the A d  Sea Basin (1995) - 
Country 1 User 

- 
- 
Uzbekistan 

Turlanenistan 

Tajikistan 

Kazakstan 

Kyrgyz Rep. - 
1sj/z - 
Aral Sea 

Total - 
n .-.- 

Inigation share in 
totnl water use 

% 

(m) 

91 

97 

86 

88 

90 - 
- 

Irrigated land 
Million ha 

Total Water Use 
~ m 3 t ~ e a r  

Amu 
Dar~a 
Basin 

(el 
34.9 

23.1 

8.1 

- 
- 

Water use for irrigation 
~ m 3 l ~ a r  

Amu 
DV 
Basin 

(a) 

2.48 

1.74 

0.43 

0 

0 

4.65 

0 

4.65 

Amu 
DV 
Basin 

(i )- 
332 

22.4 

7.0 

- 
- 

Syr 
Dar~a 
Basin 

. 
. 

0.29 

0.74 

3.29 

n 

Syr 
DV 
Bash 

(0 
23.1 

0 

3.9 

11.0 

5.1 

Am1 Sea 
Basin 

66.1 1 

Syr 
Dam 
Basin 

0')T 

19.8 

0 

3.3 

9.7 

4.6 

22 
a+b 

. (c) 

4.28 

1.74 

0.72 

0.74 

0.46 

7.94 

0 

7.94 

5.1 

712 

% of 
total 
(dl 
L A  

9 

9 

6 

100 

0 

100 

Aral Sea 
Basin 

109.2 

7.9 

117.1 

2.8 

45.9 

37.4 

0 

37.4 

Aral Sea 
Basin 

C 
ef 
(s) 

58.0 

23.1 

12.0 

11.0 

5.1 

I: 
i+j 
Oc) 
53.0 

22.4 

10.3 

9.7 

4.6 

% of 
total 

- 

(h) 
50 

20 

10 

9 

4 

9. 2.6 

% of 
total 

(1) 

53 

22 

10 

10 

5 

100 

0 

100 

7 

100 

100 

0 

100 

0 

62.6 



Table 3: Summary of Project Cost Estimates and Financing (US$ million) 

C. Dam i and Reser 

Financing (including Contingemies) 

GEF Central N d k  EU SIDA Total %of 
Asia I& TACIS Total 

3.87 0.82 1.58 0 0 627 30 

2.95 0.15 0 0 0 3.10 15 

1.17 0 0.55 035 2.57 12 

2.22 0 0 3.45 16 

2.13 0 0 3.88 18 

0.82 0 1.93 9 - 
I 

- - 
ac) c)n 1.37 0.35 2120 100 

Components 

A. Water and Salt Maaagement 

B. Public Awareness 

voir Management 

D. Transboundary Water Mc 

E. Wetlands Restoration 

1 Management Sup] 

Cost 

Continge 

~ntingencic - 
a1 Project 

port 

Costs 

% % % 
LocaI F d g n  Total of Foreign ofTotal 

Total &h Base 
cost 

0 627 627 30 100 31 

0 3.10 3.10 15 100 15 

0 2.54 13 

0.10 3.02 15 

2.33 1.03 3.36 16 -.. 

- - 
2.73 17.55 20.28 

020 021 0.41 

0.21 030 

18.06 2120 - 

T 

ncies 

al Project 

Associated Investments in Improved Water 

otal Base 1 

r 6 2 loo 

Mana 

Cast - 
cost 

KAZ: Irrigation and Drainage Imp.(FY96* 
KYR: Irrigation Rehabilitation (FY98r 
UZB: Irrigan YO09 PY.) 

Grand ' 

Tob 

% of Toti 

ion Impm 
Total 

* Other investments, at a less a d m a d  stage of prcpmtion, include second Bank pmjects in KYR aud KA& the UZB Drainage Project and a project in 'IRK as well as planned investments by . ' 

ADB, Japan and other donors. 
Portion in Aral Sea Basin. 

a Portion in Aral Sea Basin. 



Table 4: Lessons Learned fmm the Preparation Phase of ASBP 

Weak balanc 

Problem Experience 1 Cause of Problems I Application of Lessons in ASBP and Project 
r . 

Adequate Progrmn and Ptdjed Da-rgn 
Ihurtion of prepmition phase undmstimrtcd: plm 18 
mo*, actual: 3 yeam 

Complex propam; 19 compomnts; no elerr priority 

Weak balance between a ~nacte output wd 
action 

- . 1 xtors 

8 Uadawtimdaa of problems 
A h a  of implementation plan 
No d y  review 
Unclcmr financing ~ I U  8 multitude of diffkmt 
fmmcing sourcu with diff't cwditions 
M~gnddchl t  
W md politemss of new pmlnus ia acw 
plDLram 
A h c a  of imptancntdm plmnIag . Design wub#so and nature of pnparrtka 
Outpub (IORs ctc.) not c l d y  cnougb d e w  

Note~ghpnnidpmjedcxpat le , toomucb 
scicnlific, technical arpaticc; 
Weak link to political don I m l  
W e a k ~ t o p o p u l d o n  . Weak Mmce between rcchnial Ic 1 
social thortJam relevance 

l l o d d c m  of Inigatim scUor &I instiwionr md 
staffas opposed to hydropower, mmcnS 
health rectors 

Rojed duntion of 4.5 years is tugs a 
Project and cornpaneat implementah 
Annd mim planned . Project ha, clear financing &me; am 6nmcing f b  GEP. Dab41 a d  CA ~OUOWS sm~ 
dim. 
Pmjeet is with 6 components f m l m  complex; 
~ e e t r l w , ~ b u t I ~ h m b e e n r p p l i e d , ~ ~ a e b o t h a  
Pmject and component implementation plans 

Project outputs cletrly defiaed through detail IDRs. deraiptions etc. 
Roject has sbong action ofhbtion; comprises ground level adon elaneab (- 
A 5 B . C , D s E ) m d f - o n p n c t i d m d i n ~ ~ I n ~  
oanponcnt Al 
Link to political l m l  impwed by new FAS rtmctme and systemdo IWo to stlttr hr treh 
eomponcnt 

~Ouberch~arfoca~lin~B. 
social relevance hnprovcd within project (A2, B, E) but lbnited due to foaa of W i g  
sources on tmnsboundrvy water and biadivcnity imcq povaty alleviation 8dMties rmda 
ASBP covaed by other ASBP measures - 
Comded somewhat through bettcr regional balance of new IF, . Hydro-power sector interested in component C @am W&y) 
M ~ e o ~ i n t h e c e n t c r o f t h e p o J c d t h r w g h f o a a o a ~ ~ ~ ~ r r l h i t y  - (Al, A2,B. D), wetlands and biodiversity (E) 

- Need for Sbrong Client Commhmf 
I 

CA wa+cllma on ha .,,, and initirtivc - U. Y-&CC with &MIS; finmcid Carrcted thmugh m i c w  of 19% md Almrty amkmcq inuascd #If- r e l im~~ ,  CA 
cammink; optimism of indepcndt contributions 

- Lack of involvement, equity in pm P r o j e d K e L s e q u a l t r a t m t n t m d s h r n r o f s t 8 ! c s m d r c g i ~ ~  . Experience € pl d d  about finn Robably time pnssure, politeness m . Comcted in miew of 1996; through nm IFAS leadership and finmcial ConMbutioa ftan 
commifment in form of finmcc and leulcrship not -%a 
applied . Donor domination in pro Wakinstlbltiommdtimeprrsslsl o m  finmolation was done (ogctkwith client in mry detail 
implementation 

I 

Need for smng Whtioons - 
Lack of regional cooperation and rclucmace to plrce 
scarce funds in region al operations 
Unclear ICAS Mandate 

I- 

Economio and politid complexity of r e g i d  
sit~mtioll 
Initialhaste 

k mutual benefit of mtny ~ctba 
an mts financial invalvemc~ - 
Clar mmamc of new IFAS . Rt KKU needs to be clarified 







Table 5: Lessons learned by the World Bank in Water Resources Management 

Soue Water Raourcu Man- a World Bank PoUq Pqprt (1 993); I ~ e d  Lake and R a d  Ma Vorld Bank Approach and World Bonk TacMorJ Pqwt Na 358 (I-; ;l)r I 

~ m e e  of the World Bank h t h e w  Ian&iiond .ndFinanddhpeB o f R @ o d E & w  rollrrlYol Applicociom and tmm lmmd for lhe ROPME d PERSGA hgmnn I 

Backgmnd Paper for the Sea to Sea Coqfiin (I9 

Main Causes of 
Problems 

r . Fragmented~~or 
management not Wing into 
account interdependencies 
among states, economic 
sectors, and agencies. 

8 Excessive nliance on over- 
government llgaies 

that have neglected the need 
for economic pricing, financial 
accountability. and user 
pruticipdon, and have not 
provided s w i m  c f f e d x l ~  to 
the poor 

Policies, public investmats 
and rrgulations that have 
neglected water quality. health, 
and environmental conctms. 

i 

Lessons Learned 

. Need for: . A stable insthtibnrl fimworlr ( l + l a h  md wopcdve arngemm) )fa* 

to achieve conrmon gmb such o water pwl i  wets; eqrrltrble, eEcient mad sushinable 
allocatlon~f water acro5¶ states, amomic #cton. md emrinnrmental Uses: 
Chuiistcnt policies and strategies for water mrmgement md s u b 4 n t q k  on rpedfic 
problems on basin, national and I d  lcvcl in a multi-rcctonl dimension, based on 
lolowledge of problems and actual data firm the field; 
Strong stakeholder and community participation @ planning and d e l i .  (hmdties 
should get involved in identification of local nahrral tesou~ee~ buts, devclopm~t end 
implementation of management plans for locality, in adoption of improved management 
practices, and communication to govemmcnt of aspirations and concerns at the local, 
national and basin-wide level. 

Nccd for: 
Dantdiscd mansganent of water senices supported by r hmewofk md adequate 
~ 1 -  w a d @  . Pricing and incentive policies that achieve cost reamry, wrta coasavrtion, md ktler 
allocation of wala resources, md endow water entities with opcntiolul and thmcid 
autonomy for efficient and maahable delivery of services . Strrngthened capacities of govcnrments to carry out their e d  rola of sewicing the 
nee& of decentralized water nunaganent smias ,  water llsar and community action 

Netd for : 
Policies and action program that restore md canserve a q d c  ccoryrtnnr md gurd .g.ind 
pollution and ovcrcxploitrtion of groundwater moutcer, and gibe priority to tbe pavkion 
of adequate water and sanitation services to the poor 

Application of Lessons in ASBP and Project 

The whole project, md component A1 in plrtidar, intends to to such 
8 stable hncwork lncludlng wata q d i t y  Eargct3 and msEllinable 
llloertiom of - 
Component Al Is crating the policy, Smtegy and d o n  program base tW 
is common to the rcgian's states and acceptable to 1 sectom. FKld l m l  
Lnowledge will be built in through pmiicipatlon elements in Al, md (sub) 
components A2 and B; . The TORS for component A1 ;sk the codtmts  to deve1op ~olicieq 
strategies etc. with strong stake holder participation. 

. A1 TORS take care of all tbcse coneeras; . Component B Public mmcncu will ucatc mdcmmdimg fix political 
decisions on dcccntralion, pricing and incentive policia, . Compomnt D ( m b o u n d a y  mitariag) stnngthc~ GovennuatSr 
capacity in the essential m i c e  role of monitoring water use md q d i ,  

= Component E provides m example of dtccntnlized management in an 
enviromncnt of centralintion 

Component A1 will provide policies md action programs uhich ~ a r  

these comtms; 

 quat tic ecosys(em consavation is addressed by.tbe d l  project aiming 
at an in- of the d i  of the rim f-r envhnmental concans 
including aquatic ecosytms and by Compomnt E. 
Over exploitation of groundwater remums is not an hue in CA 
Water and sanitation ue d i i y  addressed by mpdve ASBPIBmk 
projects 
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trwsboundarywater 
quanUIy and quality is 
economically and 
environmentally 
unsustainablc, and could 
lead to conflict (SU A); 

Mdn Problem 

, Water storage k cantrol 
facUiUcs, built to serve 
the whole region. has 
been divided among 
statcs and new intcrstatt 
relation ship on 
management and 
financing have to be 
developed. 
Absenceofcommon 
policies on above 
facilities constrain 
invesbnentr in water mid 
othcrrtlrdtdscaon 
Water urt b inefficient 
and Imsustainable; 

m n r b w ~ E l r m a d r  
capacity of thC dowmlmm 

The main problems arc core 
IIansbounw i s m .  m arc 

Root Cluus 

disputw over operational 
responsibility and division of 
maintenance costs and funding 
ofjoint water mnnagcnicnt 
institutions; 

Rathdwrtalrpeinimgatjon 
and other sectors of the various 
stnta b a precondition for 
sustain pment for the 
whole I 

- . Long-tt,u~..I(CI WIWl.LLvp 

and quality a well a salinity 
management objectives can be 

use of w&r in inigation; 
Integrated long-term and #rponrl 
bansboundary water manrgement 
is a new requirement due to the 
b d - u p  of the Swict Union; 
Policies and monitoring 
infmlmcture arc not yet geared to 
the new requirements; 
Population and policies hr the m 
states, with diffcrmt Interests, me 
unprepared for ddlffiwlt choicer 
requlnd by sustainable 
tmlsboundary water mmrganent 
Watcrgualityis ncwin 
bansboundary water manlgancns 
as salinization becomes mom 
urgmS 
BR.L-ue of Soviet Union forces 
new d ~ o m h i p s  between w, 
New outside investors require 
independent assessment of dam 
safety 
Absence of adquatc transboundsry 
agmmmsonwaterstorsgemd 
control facilities 

. ~ c e o f ~ i n c e n t i v e r f i J r  
water comuvation and produuivity 
as well as for private investments in 
irrigation, dminage, water supply 
infrastructure; 
Absena of awareness of 
politicilms and populationr of costs 
of Inef8cicnl w a r  use; 
Absena of field tested IowCOa 
solutions for wrter consavation; 
Lack of maintenance of 
infrastructure in years of economic 
hansition due to budget amsldntr; 

Focuron: 
WLmconmwion 
I n t q p t c d n a t i d  and 
regional policies, stntcgiu 
and rctionprogrmu 
Intmtatcrgramentsfioctuimg 
on d u a d  watcr consumption 
and in& water and land 
productivity; 
CMtimof lmnsboun~ 
water monitoring capacity 
Outmcb md public 
awarc~~esr campaign 

Foclu on: 
S a f '  lad natrinabilii of 
dams and rrservoirs 
Independent assessment of 
dam safety; 
Pnprrationforrgr#mentson 
water storage md control 
facilities including cost 
sharing 

Streosa oced for anrtction of 

Replre consistentpolicy 
6mnework for inucascd 
-1; 

Comps A and B focus on watm 
c o ~ ~ ~ t i o n ;  
CompAprepamsthaocammoa 
policies and for rgr#mcntp; 
Comp. D. mates basic monltoring 
capacity; 
Comp. B foaueron Public 

Comp. C f o a a a  oa ufety and 
racrvoif nseainability; 
Cornpcprepare~indepcndcnt 
assessment of dam safety; 
Comp. A prepares integrated policy 
base for agreements and increased 

USAIDand 
m-wpport 
work on ageanmtr via 
IFAS and ICKKU 

. USAlDsrakwill 

on imploved 
1 maMgemcntofmta 

storage facilities; 

Comp. A prtpans comma policy 
Fnuuework with focus on imprond 
inccntinr, 
Comp B will addreor Public 
awarrmss issue; 
Comp A2 -will create such field 
tcstcd lowco~t solutions 

Including national strategies and 
investment plans 
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a IRRIGATED LAND 

DESERT 

GLACIERS 

DAMS: 

7 PILOT PROJECTS 

OTHER DAMS 
- KARAKUM CANAL 

C H I N A  

ISLAMIC R E P .  

OF I R A N  

dud by h e  hiop Design Unit of The World B a k .  
mlors, denominations ond anyofher information shown 
af imp?: on h e  pon of The World Bank Group, ony 
'qolshlvs o/ any ferritarfior ony endorsement or 
:h boundorier. 
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APRIL 1991 





E AMU DARYA 

- WIDE RIVERS - OTHER RIVERS 

' ' ' ' ' I MAIN CANALS 

EXISTING DAMS - PLANNED DAM 

and on)r& i n b n n a h  showon 
this mop do not imply, on he pofl of 
T h .  World Bonk Group, any judgment 

ISLAMIC REP. on he fagolsrahrs oL mly km'rury, w 
any endonemat or mzepmnm of 

AFGHANISTAN rvch boundorrr. 

APRIL I V Y 6  





EURASIA 
FLYWAYS OF MIGRATORY BIRDS 
- FLYWAYS 

NESTING AREAS 

SELECTED CITIES 

RIVERS 

This m q  uor p& by lhe h h p  Darign Unit of The World Bonk. 
Tho boundaries, colon, donominotions ond unyothar inbmt ion  shown 
on his mop do not imply, on rho port o l  Ihe World Bank Grwp, any 
iudgmmt m Ilx lagalsrahn ol any hrritoy, or any endonomant or 
nccsptanca o l  such boundodor. 

Arol Sea -- 

I N D I A N  O C E A N  

APRIL 1998 








